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P~l unconventional pile fabric process has been invented and 
developed in the Mechanical Engineering Department of Loughborough 
University of Technology, The process uses two opposing rows of 
sewing-type needles and loopers to insert pile loops into a 
pre-formed base fabric. The needles describe a planar orbit, and 
in an industrial application of the novel technique, a cam mechanism 
is used to generate this orbit. The aim of this research is to 
syn.thesise a linkage mechanism to replace the carn mechanism for 
neea.le actuation. 
, 
The inclination of the neeale to the fabric is required to 
be controlled during much of the orbit. In ao.d.Hion, there is 
a limited area in which the mechanism may be located. In order to 
satisfy both these conditions without limiting the choice.of 
possible orbit shapes, it was decided to generate the motion by 
means of a six-bar parallel-motion mechanism. The dimensions of the 
six-bar linkage are derived from the dimensions of a four-bar linkage 
which generates a sUitable orbit. 
It is necessary fora high proportion of the orbit to be 
generated accurately with respect to both position and timing. It 
is therefore required to find the dimensions of a four-bar linkage 
which will generate a path deViating as little as possible from 
the given io.eal path throughout the motion. F;xisting method.s for 
this type of synthesis were consirlered to be inadequate. A new 
method was developed by combining standard precision synthesis 
with standard optimisation methods. A new form of structural error 
function, which measures the area between the desired path and 
the generated path, was used in this method. 
The new method was tested with the needle orbit o.efined by 
the cam equations of the existing mechanism, and with a proposed neVl 
needle orbit defined by a set of discr~te points. As a result, 
several suitable four-bar linkages were synthesised. The par~~eters 
of six-bar linkages suitable for needle actuation were derived 
from the four-bar linkages. 
~'he abEi ty to vaxy the number of stitches per metre by means 
of a simple linkage adjustment VIas investigated, and sets of 
adjustments to some of,the synthesised linkages were tested. The 
orbits produced by the six-bar linkages and their adjusted vexiants 
were analysed to determine whether they would prOduce a 
'.' . 
satisfaCtory stitch. 
Finally, some suggestions are offered for transforming the 
synthesised linkage systems into practical machine sub-assemblies. 
(ii) 
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1 BACKGROll},1) 
An unconventional pilf? fahric procens has be~~n in~/ented 
an:1 tlcvelope~ in the M~chanical ?ngineering aAparttiler..t of 
LO~Jirhborough Univers i ty of ~2chnology. The technique, invented 
by Professor G.R.Vl-.ray ~nd I1T. G.}'.War~ in 1967, proGnces a 
double faced pile fabrIc in which each pile loop is securely 
locked into a pre-forr.te,:1 base fabric. 
A small powered reGearch rig was built by ~:'r. R. Vitols (1 ) 
under the sponsorship of the Science Research Council, S .R. C. 
grant n1l.'1lber ll!c;Q!4442. This rig produces the basic stitch and 
is capable of stitching at hieh Sp0''?r.. 
Patents for the stitch and. apparatu.s(2) were formulated 
and assigned to the National Re'Oearch ]evelopment COllncil which 
has given Pir::!kering Locsti tch Lt(l., Bla~kburnt a licence .to 
produce comm~rci.al Machin!~s utilising the invention. The new 
proceas ha3 been given the trade no-me IIOCSTITC!-!. 
The prototype 108STITClI machine was design8n within the 
'Department of !,~echanical, Engineering at Loughborough University 
of 'rechno1ob'Y and was exhi bitei!, at the 6th International Exhi b:ttion 
of Textile I,~achinery, Paris 1971 • 
1.1 DESCllIPTICN OF THE PILE FABRIC PROC;;SS 
The construction of the pile fabric is shown in fieure 1,' 
which is reprinted from "Developments in Textile Machinery" by 
G R '''ray(3) • • 11 • • The upper face yarnc,. shown black, form pile loops 
on the upper si~e of the fabric ancl t.hese pile loops are securely 
lockei! into the base fabric by prone loops in th(> lower face yarns 
which are shown 'IIhl te in fieurQ 1. Pile loops in the lower face 
yarns are similarly locked by prone loops in th'l upper face yarns. 
(1 ) 
< 
The pile loops are of a similar shape on each sine of the fabric 
although their hei.ght is in:lepenr}ently adjustable. If a loop is 
severed or snaggen the structure will not unravel, aml a pull in 
any direction lll'L""S the structure, tighter,. The locked. loop 
structl1l::'8 reinforce8 the base fabric 0nabli:1g Cluite inexpensive 
base fabrics to be used (4). 
The stitch pitch is adjustable on the comlllereial LOCSTITCE 
machines to give linear stitching densities of between 240 and 
560 sti.tches per metre. The pile h"ight is independently 
a-:Jjustable between 1.8 mm and 5 mm • Removal of one set of loopers 
allows a single faceQ :piV~ fabric to be ~rQctuce·~. The seam :pitch 
is fi:<ed a. t 1.98 mm • 
The cOTIhT,erc-ially proDucer.. LOC3TITCH T.a.chines opera tP. at 
sp""os of up to 750 r.p.m. which yield proiuction rates 20 to 
30 times greater than those of normal terry weaving. The stitch 
is generateo by simple eye:'! sewing needles (N) an] loopers (L), 
figure 1. The seQuence of opera. tions is describe a' in section 1.3.1. 
Ttle base fab'ric moves continuously upwards, and at all 
times one or both sets of needles is in the fa.bric. While the 
needles are in the fabric they move upwards with the fabric, thus 
reducing fabric strain. In addition to the basic in and out motion 
of the nef'.Jles each needle is therefore given a secondary motion 
in the vertical direction. The needle tips thus describe a 
continous planar orbital motion. 
1.2.1 TilE OBJECT OF THIS IN1fE~)TIGATIOll 
In the small powered research rig built by R.1fi tols (1) 
the needle orbits are generated by linkage mechanisms. These 
mechanisms are located at each end of the narrow strip of fabric. 
(2) 
----.----------------------~-----
,. 
This arrangerr.ent was necessary be cs-use some of the links of the 
mechaniBffi intersected the fabric planp. 
The cOr:Jmercially producen LCC:3TlrCH machine has four needle 
bar actuating rnechr .. nisms, pitchen at 0-41 f1 cAntres, along the 
( \ . 
sewing wir1th of 1 -63 m . ,1,. The i1cchan'i.sl"ls must be of sui'iable 
cUrnensions so that no link intersAc-cs the fo.bric planA. A !leW 
needle actuating mecha.nism, consisting of cams and links, was 
therefore designeo for the commercial LOG:.iTITc::r machine .. 
The object of this investi.f;ation is to find a new linkage 
. m~chanism 'uhich 'Nould be sui table; for the rAplace:nent of tte cam 
ffi8chanism on a co~~ercially viable machin9. 
The main adVU!ltages or linkaGe~3 for application in high 
speed. machin81'Y a:!:'e ,their dynamic characte!'istics. Linkages 
usually po.sse33 nmoother velocity c: ... aracte.ristic3 an;} accp.lerations 
of a smaller magnitude than thOSA of cam m~ch8.nisrns. This can 'result 
in less "JIPar and lO'H~r noise levels in 'sell nesigned lin..'<ages. 
The main advantage of cam mechanisms is that they can reproduce 
the exact motion require,1, within manufacturing tol~rances. Linkage 
mechani.sms can only produce an approximation to most desired 
motions. The LOC3TITCH mechanism is adjustable to provine a set 
of needle orbits for different stitch pitch settings. The cam 
mechanism can produce the exact <lesired motion fo:::- only one st.i tch 
pitch setting. For this particular application the main advantage 
of using a cam mechanism is therefore ninimise1. Th2 machine is 
requIred to "Nork at high speeds, and so a well ne3ii,'Ued linkage 
would be better than a cam r.techanism. 
FIGffitE 1 The LOCSTITCH process 
• 
1. 3.1 nE:3CRIPTIO~.J OF T:-iE j·TEE:DLF. KOTICN 
The orbit of the right han,c set of needles, (N2 of figure 1), 
is a mirror .image of the orbit of the left hand s"!t of nee rlles, 
(N1 at: figure 1). The orbits of needles N1 and N2 are half a 
cycle out of phase, :t 1s np.cessary to study the orbit of one 
set of need12s only*, The needle orbit considered in this work is 
the orbit of the left hand set of needles (N1), the right hand 
set of nee~les being considered onl;,r when they interact with the 
left hand elements. The stitch fo:rmation cycle is sho'Nn as a 
sequence of operations in figure 1 .. A description of each op'eration 
shown in figure 1 is given below. 
Figure 1 A: The needle N1 has pen"trated. the fabric F leaving 
a loop of ;,rarn round. the looper L1. The penetration point is 
close to the point where the fab:c-ic emerges from the fabric guide G. 
Figure 1 E: The needle N1 is at the extreme forward point of 
its orbit. The looper L2 moves laterally by one seaIn pitch 
, 
distance. The needle moves vertically with the fabric to' minimise 
fabric strain. 
Figure 1 C: The nee(lle N1 is returning causing a sI ight puckering 
of the yarn in the needle eye region. The tip of the right hand 
needle N2 is about to pass through this loop of yarn, transfering 
the loop from the left hand needle N1 to the right hand needle N2 
as in hand knit ting. Thi.s actIor. forms the prone locking loop. 
The left hanc needle continues to move vertically with the fabric. 
Figure 1 r: The neeille N1 continues to return leaving the locking 
loop of yarn round the right hand ne,~d.le N2, w:lich has just 
penetrated the fabric. At this point both needles are in the 
fabric and fabric strain is incr.€'a3ed.. To minim.ise the fabric 
strain botn needles move· vertically vii th the fabric .. 
Figu~e 1 E: The left ha.ad needle r··i1 has reached the ·extreme 
return point of its orbit ani Is clear of the looper L1 which 
has commr3nCf!rl its lateral movement of one seam pitch displacement, 
which forms the pile loop. l'uring the lateral motion of the 
looper the n~e(ne rapidly compldes its return stroke so that 
it will be clear of th" loop"r when the looper intersects the 
plane of the nee:lle motion. 
Figure 1 F: The needle N1 moves forward to pick up thp puckered 
yarn from th0 right hand n0enl~ N2 which is on its return st.rok~. 
The left hand loop er L1 has co:nplete~l its lateral ~i8placement and 
appears in front e:f the left hand n0r~dle N1. 
Al t!1ough the nee,Ues complde their orbit in the stages A 
to F deccrib'9G above, the loopers ·11 and L2 hav~ only complp-ced 
half their motion at this stage. During the subsequent necn.le 
orbit the late!'al motion of the loapers is in the opposite direction. 
The loopers thus return to the position shown at A in figure 1 
every second neeale orbit. 
1.3.2 N;:;EJ;L"S ANn FABRIC VELOCITY GO-ORDIiTATIOrf. 
Throughout th~ time (luring which the needle is i.n the fabric, 
the n~e~,le mu.st move vertically "Ni th the fabric to minimise 
base fabr.ic distortion. The point whe!'" the neeille axis intersects 
the fabric axis is thus required to travel at the Sa!'112 speec as 
the fabdc. T!1is condition will bG expressed in terms of the 
. . 
velocity v of the base fabric and the components x and y of the 
veloci ty of the nee,ne tip. 
Let the point where the nAc:Ue axis intersects the fabric 
axis be denoted by P, an,i let the velocity of P have components 
(6) 
FIGURg 2 Velocities· at the intersection of the neenle axis 
with the fabric axis. 
• 
Fabric axis 
• 
u along th.9 need18 ax.ls and 'i'J perpendicular to the neecllp. axis. p p 
Let r be the distance from P to the needle tip and let G be 
the aogl.) of inClination of t"e :\",ciilc to the fabric nor:nal, 
figure 2. Let the rate of change of G he denotD<1 by 9 . 
As the needle mo"1l€S in the fabric the point P 'Nill move 
along the axis of the nee(Ue. Since P remains on the axis of the 
needle the component w of the velocity of P perpendicular to p 
the needle will b,? equal to the oomponent of the nee"le IS velocity 
perpendicular to its axis; i.e.! 
. 
W = Y - r.Q •••••••••••••••..••••••• (1.1) p 
Since the d.irf:ction of thf: velocity of, P is along the fab.~ic, 
the corcpo:1ent of the velocity of P pp.rp?ndbular to the fabric 
is zero! 
'N • si!1 9 
P + up.cos 9 ~ 0 .••••. , ••• (1.2) 
It is requ.ire<l that the velocity of P sho1110 be equal to the 
velocity v of the base fabric~ Resolving velocities in the 
direction of the base fabric v8loci ty gives:·· 
w.coz"g p 
. ( ) up.sin 9 ~ v •••••••••• ~1.3 
The condition for the needle's velocity at the intersection 
of the needle axis and the fabric axis to be equal to the fabric 
velocity is obtained by solving the e<J.uations (1.1),(1.2) and (1.3). 
y r.G v.cos 9 •........... , .•. (1.4) 
For the special case in which the n~edle motion consists of a 
pure translation, i.e. 9 = 0 , the condition (1.4) becomes: 
y, :::: v.cos 9 •..•.•........ , ......•••.. (1.5) 
The seconrta"y motion for this special case is therefore linear 
while the nee~le is in the fabric. 
(8) 

FIGURE 3 Needle point displacement as defined by cam eguations. 
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The n"ec1le tip a .i.:3plac0ment pro~uc"(l by the LOCSTITCH cam 
mechaniAm 1TIn.;y be splt t for convpn LAnce into two components. Th8se 
componenta rep!'Asent (i) cli3pl8.cer::ent alonG' the needJ.e axis, which 
is caller; Primary rJispluGcTnAnt, 2.nd (ii) d_isplac~ment p8rp,~n;liculaY.' 
Eq,uaticn.3 representing th~ Prima!",)' an~ Secon<lary displacerlents 
faT' the maXimUTll sti teh pitch ad~ustment hUVA been derived by R.C.Adams 
as part of an undergraduate projcct(S). The equations are given in 
Appendix A. Figu,,"e 3 show3 the motion defineo by these equations. 
The first graph shows th(? :leed18 orbit, which is ora'Nn at five: times 
of the Primary ·,:isplacen1r.-nt (1'.D), ann the third grap:t is the' 
di3pla.c~~ment/tim0 'diagram of the Second~ry displa'~(~r1~nt (8.D). 
The ~rir!lary displacel1ent consi3ts of pa.rabolic a.!"~3 cycloid3.1 
compon<-:nts, an,1 tb·? S2condary i,lisplacpment c0:13ist~3 of linea.r, 
parabolic an,l cycloi:"lal cOrlponentl.;;l. The ~3p.con(lary I.iisplacpment 
varies Ifnearly wi th time' 'lihile .the needle", is in the fa~ric, an~ 
from the results provP-Q in sub-Bection 1.3.3, t!iis implies that 
the needle motion consist:] of Cl pure translation. 
The Ca.1l m~chanisms used oh cOTTnnercial LOC:3TITG}I Machines 
are pitch~d at approximately 0·5 mRtre centres across the width 
of the fabric. T~r~ prOposAt\ -:lew lin."-<age mechanisms are likely 
to be pitc~1.~d 3imilarly. It is th0:refo.re essent5.al that no part 
of the mechanism ShOll10 intersect the fabric pl3.n~ or interfere 
with the other stitching el"ments. 
The needle actuating m~ch3.Ilism should not extenD too far 
away from the fabric, as this 'Haul" make the needles inaccessible. 
However, since the mechanism may not interfere with the loopers 
or the fabric b'Ui<1e it ",ay not occupy the space immediately 
(10) 
FIGURE 4 Location of LOCSTITC!{ cam mechanism (IUght-hann !fee<lle) 
(11) 
adjacent to the fabric. The new linkage s~,oulrl therefore be compact 
although the links should !"lot be so small that" they wouln be 
difficult to manufactur0. 
Another factor Villi ch influ,?;nces the posi tioning of the 
ne8r1l~ actuating mechanism is the facility fo:- inspecting the 
pile fabric soon after it leaves the needlinG zone. The fabric 
travels vertically upwarns, and on the cOll'_",ercial machine the 
main part of the needle actuating mechanism is located below the 
needles, giving an eye-level view on both sines. This is obviously 
a feature which snouli! be retain"d, and the new mechanism should 
therefore be locatell. in 2. 8imila:r p03i tion (fieure 4). 
( 12) 
I 
2. PAR...\.LLEL MOTION 
The planar motion consisting of a pure translation.will 
be called parallel motion. If a link moves with parallel motion 
every point on· the link describes a geometrically identical orbit 
and every line on the link remains inclined at a constant angle 
to a fixed line in the reference plane throughout the motion. 
It has been shown that if the needles on the LOCSTITCH 
machine have parallel motion the condition for needle and fabric 
velocity co-ordination is satisfied while.the needle is in the 
fabric. This indicates that parallel motion is a suitable motion 
for the LOCSTITCH machine. 
One advantage of parallel motion for needle actuation is 
that the needle r~mains inclined at a constant angle to the 
fabric throughout the motion. It is therefore easier to ensure 
that the needle will penetrate the fabric at the best angle, 
which is believed to be at 75° to the fabric(1).T:~e transfer of 
. a loop of yarn from one needle to the other needle ·is an essential . 
part of the stitch formation and depends on the relative inclination 
of the needles. The needle orbit specification is thus simplified 
by the use of parallel motion. 
Another advantage of parallel motion is that every point on 
the parallel motion link describes an identical path. The mechanism 
may thus be located in the most·convenient position with respect 
to the needles without affecting the shape of the orbit. 
Parallel motion is generated by causing two points on the 
parallel motion link to describe identical paths at the same speed. 
.. -
FIGURE 5 The Hoberts-Chebychev cognate linkage system. 
c 
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2.1 TlrS ROEERT3-CH}~3YCHE"{ T~lEORF2,:. 
T?re Roberts-Ch!?cychev Theorem(6) is a well known theorem 
of planar fou:!:' bar link:l,ges. The thporem st9.tes that the same 
coup10r curve can be generated by three diffp.:!:'E'!nt four bar linkages. 
These linkages, whic:l are called path cognat·zs. are related by a 
system of similar triangles and parallelograms, figure 5. 
The system of figure 5 is moveable as a whole, and the 
three .four bar l.inkae;es pc:.:rO,PGi,':HQ, and (~:mU~O generate identical 
paths through th.e com:non coupler point M. If each four bar cognate. 
linkage generates its path at the same sPeed corresponding links 
will hav'2 eflual a!1.£1.1.1ar velocities, and wi.ll remain inclined. at 
con,;tant angles throughout [h., motion. 'on th the notation of' fig. 5: 
':ij3, El:1G an:1 PC have eQual angu.lar vf'loc.i ties, and. ~~ an·i PC 
remain inclin8d at angl<:: £(. 
OA,Dl~C an(l PG have e'1ual angular velocities. and OA and PG 
remain incl ined at angle f3 
OD, AB:;"! and Q,."tf have e'1ua1 angular velocities, and OD and ~.ilI 
remai.n .inclined at angle";{ • 
2.2 T3:E S:'NT~-IESI3 OF SIX BAR PAR_>lLLEL KCTION LINKAGES .. 
Parallel motion mechanisms can b·? clerived from four bar 
linkages which generate the desirec path. A useful form of 
parallel motion mechanism has six links. and may be derived in 
two ilifferent waY3(7. 8). The aerivation by K.Bain(8) is based 
on the Robertn-ChebyGhev TheoreM ani] .is ({~sc!"ihp.a briefly belo1N t 
If the linkages PC:!.DO an,l ~J]li:AO of f.t,;ure 5 are ,~riven in 
such a way tha t t~li~ 1 inks PC and '1-11 rAmain in cl ineo at the constant 
angle 0(. the points lr. wnl cfl3cribe ic1entical paths at the same 
FIGURE 6 Combined cognate linkages 
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FIGURE 7 Derived parallel motion linkages 
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speed. The. linkagr~ PClI:DO P.lay be r.1overl so that P corT.'~spon(Js 
with the poin.t -~~ of li.nkag<? Qj3i,~AC, and th? links PS an~l (&:.13 may 
then be jo.inei: so that t~18 angl~ betwee!"';. tht~r1 j s t><., figure 6. 
Any link pi~~·"Otcd at the points V! ana. j,P 7.'Ould ha.ve parallAl 
motion.·:'Th2 re~.,ul tir..g linkage has tW:J r:)-~ur~dant links; rt?!Tloval of 
these yield~3 the two si.x baT paral101 motion linkag~s O.AX}3~lCl\~1 and. 
o t BM' COn:.1, figure 7. 
The prOC-92S could be r~pea tell with the other pairs of cognate 
four bar 1 inkages to yi\~l(: a total of six eoen-ate six bar parallel 
motion linkages, all of which ?;QU} ,1 reproduce t!1.e original coupler 
curve at every point on their parallel motion links. 
2. 3 rRO?"F!H~I1~3 OF SIX :DAIt rARALL~~L l.:C~IOi-~ LI1-~Y...A.G~iJ. 
It ·Nill now be assl1r:H~d that the 1 inkage ~~.7AO of fieure 5 has 
a crank-anr3-roc"k::r. action, i.p.. thP:' crank Q3 m3..ke3 complete 
revolut:ions while the rocker OA osc:U.latl:?s betv.reS'n two extreme 
positiO!lS. 
The cognate ·linkage PC]J:.:O· w.i'll also ha:~Te a c~ank-an(l-rocke~ 
action and the crank PC l'Iill mak" complete revolutions in phase with 
0)3. The linkage PGMHQ. will not have a crank'-ano.-rocker action, but 
the link ,!G~fi will make complete revolutions with ~ and PC. 
If the link HG:,\ is incorporated into a parallel motion lin.1cage 
the angle between HGM a'ld the adjacent parallel motion link M),!' will 
take all value~; between 0° an<l 3600 when the linkage is "riven 
throuJh a complete cycle. There will therefore be two positions 
in which the 'lriven links HGM and rn.~' a!'e in a straight line,and 
subsequent motion will be unpre'-'.ictable. T!1.e four parallel motion 
linkagBs involving parts of the link }IG~11 ar~ nbt su.i table for US$ 
( 17) 
i .. 
as needle actuating linkages for this reason. 
The two six bar linkages which do not involve the. link HGM are 
driven by the triangular input link OBC (fig.7). The minimum angle· 
between the parallel motion link MM' and the adjacent link M'C or 
N~ is e~ual to the minimum angle between the corresponding rocker 
link OA or OD and the base link 00' (Appendix B). The angle betwee~ 
the rocker link and the base link of a crank_and-rocker li~~age is 
never 00 or 1800 (Appendix C). The two links MM' and MO C or MM' and 
ME are therefore never in line and these two linkages are suitable 
for use as needle actuating linkages .• 
2.4 r;O:~CLU3TOX3. 
Parallel motion is considered to be the most suitable motion for 
the needles of the pile fabric machine. Parallel motion can be 
generated by a six bar mechanism synthesised by application of 
the Roberts-Chebychev theorem' of planar four bar linkages. There 
are six cognate six bar linkages with parallel motion links which 
generate paths identical to the path generated by the original 
four bar linkage. If the original four bar linka.ge has a crank_and-
rQcker action two of the parallel motion linkages are suitable. for 
use as needle actuating linkages and the remaining four linkages 
are unsuitable. 
(18) 
3. THE DIMENSIONAL SYNTHESIS OF TIME CO-ORDINATED PATH GENERATING 
FOUR BAR LINKAGES. 
The dimensions of the six bar parallel motion mechanisms 
suitable for needle actuation are found from a four bar linkage 
which generates a suitable path. The dimensions of the four bar 
linkage must therefore be found before the parallel motion 
linkages can be synthesised. 
The needle tip passes through a large nlli~ber of points on 
its orbit at which both positioning and timing are critical. The 
object of the synthesis method used must be to find a linkage 
which generates a path deviating as little as possible from the 
given ideal path throughout the orbit. 
The required path for the needle tip may be specified in 
terms of the cam equations of the LOCSTITCH machine (Appendix A). 
These equations define an orbit which produces the maximum stitch 
pitch of 240 stitches per metre. A proposed new orbit has also 
been defined by a set of sixteen discrete positions (a.,b.), 
1 1 
i=1,2, ••• ,16 , with corresponding rotations (p.) of the input link. 
l. 
The new orbit is based on the minimum stitch pitch of 560 stitches 
per metre for which the shape of the orbit is necessarily different. 
The points defining the new orbit are given in Appendix A •. 
3.1 THE MAIN AREAS OF APPROACH TO THE SYNTHESIS OF PATH GENERATING 
LINKAGES. 
The main types of s3-nthesis method for time co-ordinated 
path generating four bar linkages are examined in this section. 
Examples of each type of method are given and the advantages and 
disadvantages of each approach are discussed. 
( 19) 
FIGURE 8 Time co-ordinated four bar linkage. 
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3.1.1. PRECISION SYNTHESIS 
In precision synthesis the required path and the generated 
path are matched at a finite number of precision points. Precision 
synthesis methods may be graphical or analytical. The graphical 
methods are not considered here as they are not sufficiently 
accurate for the synthesis of high precision linkages. 
'rhe n point precision synthesis problem is to find the 
dimensions of a li~~age with a coupler point which takes up the 
positions (ai.b) .i=1.2 ••••• n. when its input link rotates 
through the angles (p.) (figure 8). In the case of four bar 
1 
li~~ages the Roberts-Chebychev theorem may be applied to determine 
the two cognate linkages which generate identical paths. While one 
cognate linkage has corresponding rotations (p.) of its input 
. 1. 
link the coupler of the other cognate linkage rotates through the 
angles (p.) (section 2.1). An equivalent synthesis problem to the 
1.. 
original problem is to find two links which will guide a coupler 
through the positions (a.,b.,p.) , where (a.,b.) are the co-ordinates 
1.11 1.1. 
of a point on the coupler at the position i,and p. is the rotation ]. 
of a line on the coupler at position i (figure 9). The·required 
linkage may then be found by application of the Roberts-Chebychev 
theorem. 
As the coupler moves through the positions (a .• b.,p~) ]. 1. 1. 
the pivots attaching the coupler to its guiding links will take up 
positions which lie on circular arcs (figure 9). These pivots must 
therefore be situated at points which will describe circular arcs 
as the coupler is moved through the given positions. Such 110ints, 
which are called circle points, are found by the synthesis 
. th d (9,10,11) 
me 0 s The other ends of the guiding links are pivoted 
to the reference plane at the centtes of the corresponding circular 
arcs. These points are also found by the synthesis methods. 
(21) 
Since it is always possible to construct a circular arc 
through three non-collinear points the circle points may be ' ' 
situated anywhere on the coupler if only three precision points 
are specified. If four precision points are specified there are 
an infinity of circle points lying On a curve. If five precision 
points are specified there are four circle points which may be 
real or complex.(11) The complex points occur as conjugate pairs. 
There may thus be no solution to the problem, or there may be 
two real circle points with corre~ponding centre points defining 
a unique li~~age, or there may be four real circle points with 
corresponding centre points defining six linkages. If more than 
five precision points are specified there is usually no solution 
to the problem. 
3.1.2 PRECISION SYNTHESIS '/11TH ERROR ANALYSIS 
The structural error of a linkage has been defined(12) 
as the difference between the desired motion and the motion 
generated by a linkage with zC!ro manufacturing error. The 
structural error exists because it is not usually possible 
to match the generated motion to the desired motion except at 
afiriite number of precision points. The structural error may 
be ,minimised, and in many cases the error of the resulting 
linkage is'smaller than the practical manufacturing error. 
In 1959, Freudenstein(12) developed a method for successively 
relocating the precision points of a function generating linkage 
in order to minimise the resulting structural error. A function 
generating linkage consists of an input link which makes an angle 
P with a fixed line, an output link which makes an angle Q 
with another fixed line, and a coupler which jOins the input 
link to the output link. The linkage is said to generate the function 
(22) 
Q:f(p). The r~nge of both Q and p is usually less than 2~ 
radians. The required function g(p) can be matched to the 
generated function at up to ffve precision points for a four 
bar function generating linkage. The structural error e(p) of 
a function generating li~~age is defined as the difference 
between the desired function and the generated function: 
e(p) = g(p)-f(p) ••••••••••••••••••••••• (3.1) 
There are thus several important differences between function 
generating linkages and path generating linkages and it can not 
be assumed that methods developed for function generating linkages 
will be immediately applicable to path generating linkages. 
Freudenstein's method(12) was improved by C.W.McLarnan(13) 
in 1968, but McLarnan's version of the method also applied to 
function generating linkages with a range of less than 2n 
radians. A numerical method for function generating linkages 
with a range of 2rr radians was developed by I.L.McLaine-Cross(14) 
in 1969. 
A structural error function for path generating linkages 
had been suggested by Freudenstein(12); this was intended for 
use with his procedure for relocating the precision points, 
but he gave no examples for applying it to the synthesis of path 
generating linkages. 
3.1 .3 MINIMISATION OF STRUCTURAL ERROR WIT'.d RESPECT TO THE 
LIWJCAGE PAllAMETEItS 
In the precision synthesis of path generating linkages the 
linkage parameters are determined by finding points on the 
coupler which describe circular arcs when the coupler passes 
through a number of precision positions. An alternative approach 
to the problem of finding the dimensions of a path generating 
linkage is to define the structural error in terms of the linkage 
parameters and then to minimise it directly with respect to the 
parameters. The minimisation may be carri~d out either by 
standard differentiation techniques or by direct search. 
In the method developed by R.L.Fox and K.D.Willmert(15) 
a direct search is used. In this method the vector loop equations 
defining the motion of the linkage are regarded as equality 
constraints on the design parameters, and various inequality 
constraints are also imposed. All the constraints are incorporated 
into the function to be minimised. 
Another approach is to find the co-ordinates of points 
on the generated path by analysis of the trial linkage. and hence 
to calculate the structural error of the linkage. The structural 
error may then be minimised by adjusting the parameters of the 
trial linkage. In the method developed by D,W.Lewis and C.K.Gyory(16) 
the structural error is defined as the sum of squares of the 
distances between a set of n points (x .• y.,p.), i=1.2 ..... n,on ~ ~ ~ 
the given path and corresponding points on the g(merated path. 
~ne minimisation is performed by a damped least squares method, 
and a procedure for matching the co-ordinate systems of.the 
required path and the generated path is given. 
The minimlli~ of the structural error is predicted by 
differentiation in the methods developed by Han Chi_Yeh(17) 
and by H.Nolle and K.H.Hunt(18). In the method by Nolle and 
Hunt the resulting non-linear equations are linearised by 
assuming values for some of the parameters. The values of the 
other parameters corresponding to the predicted position of the 
minimum are then calculated. The assumed values may then be 
modified and the process is then'repeated.untU:a satisfactory 
linkage is found. In the method by Ran Chi-Yeh the set of non-
linear equations resulting from the differentiation are solved 
numerically. 
The main disadvantage of all these methods is that the 
co-ordinate system defining the given path and the co-ordinate 
system defining the generated path are not naturally related. 
One of the co-ordinate systems must therefore be translated 
and rotated until ,the given path and the generated path are 
superimposed. If the two paths are superimposed incorrectly an 
inaccurate error function will result and this may affect the 
quali ty of the final solution. 
The path matching procedure incorporated in the method by 
Lewis and Gyory(16) may overcome this problem to some extent. 
The alternative approach is to specify three extra parameters 
which completely define the position of one set of axes with 
respect to the other, and to include these parameters in the 
minimisation. This approach has the disadvantage that it adds 
to the complexity of the problem, and in direct search minimisation 
the initial values of the parameters may be so far away from the 
ideal values that the search may fail in its early stages. 
3.1.4 COMPARISON OF T'"dE APPROACHES TO TFIE SYNTHESIS OF PATH 
GENERATING LINKAGES 
Precision synthesis alone would be unlikely to produce a 
suitable needle actuating linkage, since there are more critical 
points of the needle orbit than the maximum number of precision 
points that may be specified. 
A linkage with minimum structural error may theoretically 
(25) 
be found by direct minimisation of the structural error function 
with respect to the linkage parameters. The given path and the 
generated path must be superimposed artificially in methods of 
this type, and this may be a severe disadvantage. 
In precision synthesis methods the required path and the 
generated path are superimposed naturally because they match at 
all the precision points. A combination of precision synthesis 
and minimisation of the structural error is thus most likely to 
be successful in all cases. Methods of relocating the precision 
points to minimise the structural error have been developed. 
These methods(12,13,14) apply to function generating linkages, 
and may not be directly applicable to path generating linkages. 
3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF A MINll.IUM ERROR LINY.AGE STh'THESIS METHOD 
The structural error of a linkage has been defined as 
the difference between the desired motion and the motion generated 
by the linkage. When the desired motion is a closed time 
co-ordinated path there is no obvious way of defining a structural 
error function in mathematical terms. roe definition of the 
structural error function is important since it is this function 
which will be minimised to obtain a path generating linkage. 
Possible ways of defining the structural error are examined in 
section 3.2.1. 
Art extension to Freudenstein's precision point respacing 
procedure(12) is derived in section 3.2.2. This extension allows 
the procedure to be applied to closed paths. Alternative methods 
of relocating the precision points are also suggested. 
It is required that the cognates to the synthesised linkage 
should have a crank and rocker action. A way of avoiding linkages 
which do not have this property is given in section 3.2.3. 
(26) 
FIGURE 10 The error function suggested by Freudenstein(12) 
exist here. 
x, 1 
FIGURE 11 The distance between points corresponding to the 
same- input angle 
• (27) 
The precision synthesis and analysis methods for incorporation 
in the minimisation are discussed in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 
respectively. 
A new procedure for the synthesis of minimmn error time 
co~ordinated path generating linkages is thus derived. 
3.2.1 STRUCTURAL ERROR FUNCTIONS. 
The structural error function for a path generating 
linkage should be a good measure of the difference between the 
desired path and the generated path. 
The error function suggested by Freudenstein(12) for use 
with his precision points respacing method represents the distance 
h between the point (x,y) on the given path and the line joining 
the points (x'Y1) and (x2,y) on the generated path (figure 10). 
When the range of possible values of x and y is different for each 
path there may be some points (x,y) on the given path for which 
there are no corresponding points (x'Y1) ,or no corresponding 
points (x2,y), on the generated path, as indicated. in figure 10 •. 
V{hen corresponding points do exist on the generated path they are 
usually not unique if the generated path is a closed curve. This 
definition of the error function was not used in this work for these 
reasons. 
When the given path is time co~ordinated each point (p,q) 
on the path corresponds to a required input angle p. Similarly each 
point on the generated path corresponds to.an angle of rotation p 
of the input link. The error, d(p), corresponding to the input 
angle p may conveniently be defined as the distance between the 
points (p,q) and (r,s) which both correspond to the input angle p. 
2 2 ~ . ) d(p) = «p(p)~r(p») +(q(p)~s(p)) ) •••••.••••••• (3.2 
(28) 
The points (P.q) and (r.s) are unique. and the point (r.s) on 
the generated path exists for all input angles if the linkage 
has a crank and rocker action. 
The least squares structural error function used in the 
synthesis method by Lewis and GYOry(16) is formed by taking a 
set of values of the input angle (p .• i=1,2 ..... n). and forming 
:I. 
the sum of squares of the individual distances 
n n 
g =.2 d. 2 =L d - :I. 
i=1 i=1 
An alternative way of forming an error function from the distance 
d(p) is to take the maximlli~ value of the square of the distance: 
Et = m:;.x«p(p)-r(p»2 + (q(p)_s(p»2) .................. (3.4) 
The distance d(p) used in the error functions (3.3) and (3.4) 
does not generally represent the true geometric distance between 
the two paths. since the point (p,q) corresponding to the input 
angle p may not be as close to the point (r.s) on the generated 
path as some other point on the given path. In this case the 
geometric distance between (r.s) and the given path will be less 
than d(p) (figure 11). However, if the trial linkage has been 
synthesised by a precision synthesis method. the generated path 
Vlill match the given path with respect to both position and 
input angle at all precision paints, and the distance d(pl should 
not be very different from the geometrio distance at intermediate 
points. 
A better measure of the true distance between the generated 
path and the given path may be obtained by replacing the dista.'1ce 
(29) 
FIGURE 12 The area between two paths 
FIGURE 13 An approximation to the area between two paths 
(30) 
function d(p) by the minimum distanc~ between the two paths at 
the point pep) on the given path: 
n 
m~n{cp(p)-r( t)2 + E ::: L ('lCPi)-SC t »1 ........... (3.5) d 
i~1 
E = max( min«p(p)-r(t»2 + (q(p)_s(t»2» 
· .. · ........ (3.6) c ~ t 
The calculation of the minimum would add considerably to the time 
necessary for evaluating the structural error of, each linkage, 
and so the error functions (3.5) and (3.6) were not used. 
A good measure of the distance between the given path and 
the generated path is given by the total area enclosed between the 
paths,(figure 12)., When the trial linkage has been synthesised, 
by a precision synthesis method an approximation to this a.rea 
may easily be calculated. The approximate area is indicated in 
figure 13. A set of input angles, (p., i=1,2, •••• n), is defined 
~ 
and corresponding points, (Pi,qi) on the given path and (ri'S) 
on the generated path, are found. The area A. of the quadrilateral 
l. 
which has vertices at (Pi,qi),(Pi+l,Qi+l),(ri ,si),(ri +1,si+1) 
is then calculated. Tue estimate E of the total area is obtained 
by summing all the areas A.l 
1 
n 
.\ = k(! (Pi+1-Pi) (si-QiHri-Pi)(Qi+1-Qi) I ) 
+H I (:Vi+1-ri+1)(si-sH_1)-(ri-ri+1)(QI+1-si+1) I) 
The formula for the area Ai of the quadrilateral is derived in 
Appendix D. 
If (Pj,qj) is a precision point: 
" p.-r. 
J J 
= 0 ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (3.8) 
(31 ) 
In this case the area A. is the area of the triangle with 
J 
vertices at (p.,q.),(p. 1,q. 1) and (17. 1,s"1)' The formula for J J J+ J+ J+ J+ 
the area , with substitution from (3.8) into (3.7), becomes: ' 
Aj ~ ~(I(pj+1-rj+1)(qj-8j+1)-(pj-rj+1)(qj+1-Sj+1)1) •••••• (3.9) 
this is the area of the required triangle, and the equation 
(3.7) is thus valid when precision points are included in the set. 
If the given path is defined by a set of discrete points 
the error function (3.7) may still be used~ In this case the 
angles f,. in the approximation will be the angles at which the 
1-
discrete points (p. ,'1.) are defined. If a maximum error structural 
1. ~ . 
error function is required for a given path defined by a set of 
discrete points (P. ,'1. ,p.) an error function similar to equation 
1 1. ~ 
(3.4) may be defined: 
E.!'" max «p(!i.)-r(!i.»2 + (q(P.)-s(f,.»2) .............. (3.10) 
..p. 1. 1. .1. 1 
1. 
There is thus a choice of possible structural error functions 
both for a continuous given path and for a given path in the form' 
of a set of discrete ·points. 
3.2.2. METHODS OF RELOCATING THE PRECISION POINTS 
It is assumed that the linkage with minimum structural 
elTor will ffenerate a path which touches or intersects the 
given path at least as many times as the maximum n~~ber of 
precision points which ITay be used in the synthesis. It is 
thus necessary to specify the position of five precision points. 
The precision points for a time co-ordinated path 
generating four_bar linkage may be conveniently defined in. terms 
of the angles of rotation .p of the input link, since there is 
a point (p,q) on the given path corresponding to each angle p. 
The range of f, for a closed path is theoretically infinite 
--------'-----
but since the path is completely traced during one revolution 
of the input link the range of ~ may be reduced to_ 2-rr radians. 
The width, S .• of each interval between precision points may be 
). 
defined in terms of the angles, (~i' i=1.2 ..... 5). at which 
the precision points are specified: 
, . . ••••.••••.••..•..••..••. (3.11) .51 = ~, - (~5-21i)} _ 
'j • ~j - ~j-1 • J-2.3,4.5 _ 
The precision point respacing procedure developed by Freudenstein 
for f,mction generating linkages(12) finds a set of new interval 
.. 
widths. bi ' by all empirical formula involving th" errors, e., J. 
obtained in the intervals (p. ,.P.). i-1,2 •••• ,5. This respacing 
1- l. 
procedure was developed for linkages in which the range of p 
was less than 271 radians and bounded by the angles'" andp • 
" ... i.e. o(-~o< ~j' j=1.2 ..... 5.<,,+21\. The new precision points >"J 
would be given by: 
",* .. >" = ,~+ &1 
.. .. .. ~. = ~. 1 + SJ' J J-
} : .•••••.•...••.••.•...•••••.•••• (3. 12) 
However, if t!le range of ~ is 21T radians there will be no 
natural end point 0( and if such an end point were defined 
arbi trarily this would impose an unnecessary restriction. 
To overcome this problem a variable end point 9 is defined 
and the value of 9 is chosen at each relocation so that the 
new intervals correspond as closely as possible with the old 
.. 
intervals. The new precision paints p. are thus given by: ). 
-. } •••.•.•.•.•••••.•.••.... (3.13) 
, J=2,3.4.5 
The value of e is chosen so that the sum of squares of the 
distances between the old precision points, p. , and the new 
~ 
* precision points, Pi t is minimise.d: 
5 
= ~ ( 9 - '£. + '~ * 2 Sk ) •••••••••• (3. 14) s = 
i=1 i=1 
dS For a minimum, d9 = 0; 
;; i 
i.e. 59 + 2. ( -~ i + 2.. b k * ) =0 ...••.......•••.. (3. 15) 
k=1 
Therefore, €I =; {l- (Pi - (6-i).S/~J •••••••••••• ~ •• C3.16) 
~=1 
Thus Freudenstein's respacing procedure(12) may be modified 
to apply to time co-ordinated path generating linkages. 
An alternative approach to the relocation of the precision 
points may be deduced from the consideration of the relationship 
between the precision points and the structural error of the 
resulting linkage. It is possible to synthesise up to six 
different linkages from each set of precision points. Although 
the path of each linkage may pass through all the precision 
points, the shape of the path will usually be different for 
each linkage. The structural error of each linkage will also 
generally be different. If the linkage Vii th the smallest error 
is chosen for each set of precision points, the error of this 
linkage may be regarded as dependent only on the precision points. 
The structural error may thus be regarded as a fUL~ction of the 
precision points. 
(34) 
The structural error may be minimised with respect· to the 
. precision points by standard hill climbing optimisation methods, 
e.g. the method by H.H.Rosenbrock(19), or M.J.D.Powell's method~20) 
The precision points are regarded as independent variables, 
and the structural error as a functicn of these variables. The 
relocation of the precision points is carried out by the· hill 
climbing method and the structural error of successive linkages 
is reduced as the search proceeds. 
If no linkage exists for a particular set of precision 
points the structural error corresponding to these points may 
not be evaluated. TI1is presents a problem for both the hill 
climbing relocation methods and Freudenstein's (12)·relocation 
procedure. One way of overcoming problems of this type for 
hill climing methods has been described by H.H.Rosenbrock and 
c.storey(22). A large value is assigned to the error function 
in the unfeasible region and the error function is al10wed to 
slope gradually down to its natural value in the feasible region. 
Precision points which do not yield any linkages may thus be 
rendered unattractive to the hill climbing methods, which 
will move quickly back into the feasible region. There is no 
corresponding way of avoiding points which do not yield linkaGes 
if Freudenstein's method is being used. In this case errors 
must be assigned on an arbitrary basis and the relocation 
continued until a feasible point is found. 
3.2.3 THE CONDITION FOR THE COGNATE LINKAGES TO HAVE A· 
CRANK AND HaCKER ACTION • 
The linkaGe actually synthesised by a precision poi.nts 
method undergoes the required input link rotations in its . 
coupler link; It is required that the two cognate linkages 
FIGURE 14 Cognate linkage system for crank and rocker test 
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to the synthesised linkage should have a crank and rocker 
. action. The Grashof condition for a four bar linkage to have a 
crank and rocker action is given by Hartenberg and Denavit (21): 
the sUm of the lengths of the longest link and the shortest link 
must be less than the sum of the lengths of the re~~ining two· 
links, and the shortest link must be the input link. 
Consider the synthesised linkage OP8RQ,figure 14. The 
condition for the two cognate linkages to have a crank and 
rocker action may be expressed (Appendix E) in terms of the 
link lengths of the synthesised linkage OP8RQ as follows: 
16 + max(11,12. 15) < 11+12+15 - max(11,1 2,15) ••••••••• (3.17) 
If more than one linkage exists for any set of precision 
points, and if at least one of the linkages satisfies the 
condition (3.17), all the linkages which do not satisfy the 
condition (3.17) are disregarded. If there is a set of precision 
points for which no linkages are found v.-hicl1 satisfy the condi tion 
(3.17), this set of precision points is in an unpermitted 
region. If a hill climbing method is being used to relocate 
the precision points, the unpermitted region ·is made unattractive 
to the search by assigning a large value to the structural 
. error for points in the region. The error must be allowed to 
drop continuously from its value in the unpermitted region to 
its natural error in the permitted· region. To achieve this 
the condition (3.17) is first expressed in a di~ferent form: 
81 = 16 + 11 - 12 - 15 
82 = 16 + 12 - 15 - 11 
83 = 16 -I 15 - 11 - 12 
8 = max ( 31,32,33 ) 
(37) 
................... (3. 18) 
If S <0 the cognate 1 inkages h::lVf~ a crank and rockAr action .. 
If G> 0 thA cognat,~ linkages do not hav~ a cr~:.p .... l( and ~ocker 
action. 
If 2> 0 fo:- a.ll "the 1.illi:ages cor.responding to a set of 
p!'ecL3ion points tho error function is then aS3iblTlp.d ·th~~ value E 
1~ e c.S + ~.", • (3 1"9) 
-, . 0"" .......................... " .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
E is the last calaula"ted,· value of the error function, and c 
o 
is 8.. snitable scaling factor. 
Any five-paint prp-cision syn,tlwsis mAthotl m·l.Y be 'i.ncorporated 
.into the· procedu:::,p. comb.ining precision synth8si..s, lin1::age analysis', 
and. r81ocation of ,the pr0Gisio:l points. Th-<: sY;lthcsis met:lOn must 
b~ fast and accuratA .in oI't·1GT to obtain be,'3t r.esu.lt~1. Speed. is 
de3j~able since large number~; of linkages are synth~s.i.se;J ~uring 
the search for th", linko.ge with the smallest error. Accuracy is 
n"cessary in oroer that the path gen9rated by t'~e linko..:;e should 
~ave a negligible structural erro!' at. all the pr0.c:is.ion points, 
as othervdse the linkage woulci not repres(mt th,~ pT'Acision points 
usec1 in its synth0sis. AlthouGh it 'IIould not be possible to 
manufacture linkages to the accu:racy to which they may be synthesised, 
the structural error Is a theoretical quantity. and it is 
ther~fore realistic that it 8h01l1,l be found to a <3-00<1 accuracy. 
The five· point precisi.on synth8sis rnetho:l c10vised b~~ D.'Tesar 
a:ld j.v,rooSparks(11) iR fa.st) a.n(l can··be .acaptt~rl to give the l.inkagp 
(!in~n':lionG to a eood accuracy. Thp Tesar and Sparks method reduces 
the synth0sis to a syst8m of fouT' linear CCluations ann two 
qua(~::,a tic Q~ua:t,£ons in six u.nknowns~ ThE'! linc8."C equations are 
sol VAd by Kramer' s rule. In this -Nork the linear equations .... /ere 
solved by Gaussian reduction wHh pivoting(23), which should obt~in 
a higher (legree of accuracy without a substantial increase in 
com~u t~1 t ion. T,h,~ sol u tinn-5 to the linear equ<1 t}ons are then 
co-o~4ina·t~s of a circ]Q point. 
~hr~ ;;parks an·) Tcsar :m~thoa. then eJ.iminate~3 the u:1kno",vn y from 
nUl;F·riG.J.11y. The coefficients to the quartic arC! obtained via a 
subst:1!lti ~l <-1mo:lnt of c<::J_c'J.l~tion. and Goulcl be inaccu;:-a"te due to 
~o',','th of error. If the cOf:fi'icients of the quartic are inaccurate, 
the 801 utiO!"LJ to the f).uartic will usually be :-tore inaccurate. 
Inst2J..·:1 of elirnina ting the unknown variable y, tht: quadratic 
equations n1<.i.J' b.; Bolv8il nUffiP,rically. aa they stand, \vith a resulting 
go-in in accuracy. The m.L"l'lPrical methoil us~d in this v;o-rk Vias the 
Ne"",ton-,R3.:p:1C:30n m~thoJ_ for s.lmul"taneou3 non-linear cquationa(24). The 
so1utions 'l.'rrre found to an accuracy of 0-1x10-9 'un.it~3, a~.(' the 
l.in."-<:nfSp an3.lysis sho'.'led that thD. r8su.l ting erro!"'· 8.t the precision 
-16 pai.nt3 v;as of the oT:1er·of 0-5x 10 units. 
Before th~ i'Je'Nton-Raph,son m.:::thon can b:: applied. it is first 
necessary to determine approximati.ons to all th'~ r90.1 root.s, of 
which there May either be none, or two, or four. ,\ m"tho0 of 
finc.ing appro~imatton3 to all the real ·roots is given in Appenrlix F. 
The co-ordinates (a,b) of each centre point arn found from the 
co-or~:tnat~3 of the corrcaponding circle point b~r substitution 
in the other equp.tions. 
Each pair of circle points (x.,y.), i=1,2, wHh their 1 l. . . 
corresponding c,~ntre points (a., b.), i~1, 2, defines the position ). 1 
FIGURE 15 Synthesised linkage arrangement 
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of all the pivots of a linkaGe with its couple!' point at the origin 
which is Qne of the precision points. 
-There aT9 two ways of aflsembling any four bar linkage which 
has a crank-and-rocker action. These two "Nays are distingu.ished py 
the angle between the rocke!' link and the·lin2 jo.ining the two frame 
pivots, one way co!'respon·Ung to a positive angle and the other 
way corresponding to a negative angle, (.A.pP2ndix C). 
Each way of assembling the links gives a different coupler 
path, a.na there is only one correct way of ass,-:;mblin.g th'=!m for 
Aach p",::,pcision" point .. It rtay occur that the syntnesisec1 linkage 
has it eou;>ler path which will not pass through all the precision 
points unless the links at'e d isconn0ctec and rea:3scmbleo ,in the 
alte:rnat.ive way; linkages w~ich have this property are rejected. 
by th~ rcloca Hon mAthod. 
The correct way of a8s~rnbling the s;;rnthesiseC! linkage with 
its coupler point at the· prec.isi.on point (0,0) is rleterminerl by 
the synthesis methoil, (figure 15). Application of the Roberts-
Chebychcv Theorem to the synthesised linkage Getermines the way 
in which each cognate li.nkage js assembleo. The cognate linkages 
both have a crank-and-rocker action and. the anglp.·between the 
rock(:~r link and the line joining the frame pivots will be either 
posi tive throughout the motion or nega·tive throughout the motion; 
The difference between the two corresponding ways of assembling 
the synth8sised linkage, w~lich 00e8 not have a c!:ank-ancl-rocker 
action. is leGS clearly defin t3(: t and sO one of the cognate linkages 
is analysed. The path cognate linkag~s generate Bentical paths to 
(41) 
the path g(;nerated by the 3ynthesiGe~ linkage, ana their input li~1;:s 
rotate through the rf>(pl.ire(~ input angles. 
Th\:~ method UEH;Q to analys~ the cogrt:1te linkage is based. on 
vector ~llgebra.. Each link is rGgarden as a vector, ,the rnagni tuc.e of 
which rp!TIo..1.ns constant ;'1inc8 the link lengths (1.0 not cha.!1ge. The 
2.nal:(3is :netho,-=J calculates the ni~ections of all th~ link ve-ctors 
for a G1:V':;:1. input angle t and thence finns trH:; t;O-or1i.nates of the 
couplAr point. Thcr8 will b0 two altern:1tivG nirections of the 
rockH::' link correspondinG' to the two \ya-;{s of ass8i:lbling the linkaGe. 
The corrcct aireetion is that for ·.,vhich th~ 2i,s-::1 of the ang1'= 
between the rocker link and the line joinine thp frar: p pivOt3 is 
the sam~ us the sign of the corr~spOn:1in6 anijle in the syntn.csise,:'! 
posi tion. Jince this sign i3 kno~"'Jnf the G,nalysis r12thod is 6.[l18 
to distinguish between t~18 al terna.tiv8 ways of assembling the 
li.nkab;~, removing the "3.:-nbigJ..i -cy tha t ,."oulit 6therJ:is8 exist. ThG 
analysis method is given in _.1.ppcnJix G. 
3.2.6 APPLICATION OF TH:J NEN :;kSTHOr 
The logic of th9 new methoc1 for finaing the ilimensions 
of a time co-ordinate~~ path-gene:!:'ating fou.r":'bar lin-1(age 'Ni th 
minimurr. structural error is .sho;Nn in figure 16. The error function 
may be oefineil in one of the ways oefineil .in sub-"section 3;2.1, 
an~) the precision POi!lts nay be relocater1 in one of the ways 
(l,escribr;o in SUb-s8ction 3.2.2. 
A set of precision ?oints must be provir1~d as a starting 
point for" each reJ.oca tlon procedure. ~3ince the reQuired path is 
a closei curvf"~, the initial precision POirlts may logieally be 
spaced at eQual intervals round the curv~. One precision point is 
~~~~~~~-- - ---
FIGURE 16 The logic of a methoo to find the pR.th cenerating 
1 inkar;e Vii ih minim1.un "in] ciuraJ. error. 
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chosen as origIn and transformed to the point (0,0,0) by translation 
of th2 a7.:es defining the given path. This is necessary since the 
.synthe3.i.s 1r1~tho:i assu!ut?s that the point (0,0,0) is a precision 
pOint. 
rrhe angles defining -t!18 0 ther prl~ci3ion points are expressed 
in t2!:'ms of their ~ist2.nce from the origin, so that as th~ variable 
, f" J.. • t . ,co +' ." 11 + ..' • et'" ullng "Ile pO;'1l lon D.L ... ne Or],gln cnanges a vhf:! preclslon pOlnts 
move. rrllis allo",vs greater fro0clom of movement of thp. origin a::-ound 
the curve, and W3.S founJ to be more successful than allowing each 
variabl,> to define the position of the correspon.Jine prec.isio·n point. 
If the starting point is found. to rAprcscnt a position in tha 
unfcasi.tle regi.on, i.e. if no l.i.nkae;e~) are fou:lQ, 0:.' if all t..~e 
linkag'es <1efint:cl by the starting point have cogru.tes ".'lhich hc.ve 
a. non-crank-and-rocker action, <J.. n~~'g starting poin.t is d~fined_ by 
moving- th8 precision points. This process may be rep8ateo until a 
fAasible starting point is fOUIl(I. 
The minimum error linkage fOI.lno by the Int:;·thon may not be the 
best linkage for any practical application since the lInk lengths 
may be unsuitable or the lInkage may l1.ave other unoesirable 
properties. The criteria for selecting a linkage on a practical 
basis are not included in tl1.e metho~, since .they nay differ 
considerably for different applications. During the process of 
findine the lin.\:age wi th the smallest structural error a large 
number of intermen.i3.te linkag:?3 are synthesised. SOD€! of these 
linkages .may be more 3ui table than t!10 minimum error linkage for 
any practical application, while stl.ll hClving an acceptably s:nall 
:3tru0tu~al error. The aim6!lsion~3 of all the intermediate linkages,· 
together wi tll their 8tructural errors t are record.el~ so that the 
b~st lirL\:all"8 for any practical application m,q be ohospn. 
lTD.ctical l:~nkages for tlh? pile fabric nachine were selecterl 
on th.J .3p-?c:i.fi,cati,on t!13.t at lea.<:'3'C 0:10 link ,c;houl~ be longer than 
50 m~ a!l:l no link 3hould. be lonGer than 325 ;nm • 
Threp Jiffe!'ent pr0cls:ton point relocation proce(1u~es were 
suggested in 8l?ot.1.0n 3.2 for fin,'ling th(-; l.inkag~ 'si t~ 2iiniIT!um 
Gtructu::'al error. 'N~nen the ~('3irel~ path is ,1·,:.finc0 in th,~ fern:. 
of a continous curve, two structural rrror fU!l,~tion specifiC2..tion3, 
(equations 3.4 and. 3.7) have been suggestf~(l. The (x..)ELlrer:. p.?~th may 
( -r '" I \ ;. 0 ,J . , ~ . ) , 
_1. _1 1. 
3.1S0 be spec:Lf.l8d. by a Det of di:v":1'.'ete ·point;;.). . , ~ l:I,.::, ••• ,n 
cut $inC2 these points are i~1ten~Je~"! "to lie on a continous curve, 
In oT·~cr to J(?t':':~""I:1in8 the b~·;st :.:!ombLn:.1tion 0: ;3t:cuctu.ral 
error function an(~ relocation procecur0, tosts V[,~r.~ c3.Trif~j out 
",';ith (!.ll six combinations for thp continous curv!:: ·~efinition of 
th,~ given path. The reDu.l ts of ~hese tests ar~ ;~iscu.ssed in this 
" . sec "lon. 
3.3. 1 D}~:;CRlrTION OF TH~ HANDOK HELOCA'~IOH PRO CS"IYL"'1tE. 
In addition to the three non-random precision point relocation 
prOCGGures suggest,e(~ i.n sub-s·:;ction 3.2.2, 3. random relocation 
procedure Was testej. This waG initially intended to give some 
in(1ication of he .... ;' much rp,,:uctiot'l. l,n linkage error ouring the course 
of a large trU!'Tlber of relocat:i.ons could be attributp.(~ to chance. A3 
th~: rp,suI ts were obta.in8:~, howeve=, the random· relocation procedure 
U,SS'clffi80 importa:1ce in its ovm right. 
For the ran,lom r~loco.tion proce"hlr8 the pr~cision points werB 
(45) 
3c'?lccteB by a ra!J .. dcm n'..l.·-nb~r generator so that thr:y had a uniform 
p~obabil.itJ' di.~:d'Cibut.ion In thD inteTV':3.1. (OJ2n) ra r1ians. ThA 
p:r.":'!cision poin.ts 1,",-er0 Generat'?,i -in sets of fiv(-), and c:ach set of 
i1;hich the? p:-:-8cision po:Lnts arc l;J.bellcd i::3 not critical" 30 each 
set of pTp.cision points was fi!'st .sorte~~ into ase"ending ord.er of 
mae;nitur3.c, as this simplifie3 the: calculation of the structural 
error. 
The process of 3electi!"'1..g fIve ra!ldom precision points, 
sorting them, and sY!1thesising a linkage from thB:n is e~uilavcnt 
to on'? relucation... rfhe results obtainej 3.ft,,~r a set number of 
ran-lom rr.-locations wS!re co:-npare,~ wi th th~ rB~;,ul t::., obtained after 
the 32...:ne nurnber of r,?loca tions usinG thH nor~-ran(~orr: methoo3. 
The linkage with the smal18st ;3tr~.lctu':.:'al error was sAlectcd 
from all the 3ynthesi.sed linkages fo!' each test. In zomG cases 
this linkage was a pr.ctctical linkage, as rlefin,:'d .in sub-section 
3.2.6. In other cases where a practical l:i.nkage TNith acc'3ptably 
small error was found, this linkage was also snlecteCl.. The errors 
of the selected linkages were compa?:'cd to determine the performance 
of each' relocation pro~edurp. 
W:1.erever possible all the r€'location proGeCl.ures we:r:e testee 
unoer Llentical COi:F~ it ions. "8a81'1 of the th.re~ non-ran,~om PT.'Oc€Gures 
was teste:: INith th~~ ~33.m(~ St~t of starting points. ~"-1ch relocation 
(20) 
proc"'ure, with the 8XC8ption of Powe11 I,; hill-climbing methoil' . 
'{[as stoppen after 99 relocations ha,} been ma!fe. In some caseo powell's 
methol~ t~~rmina tea "befor.e mak5.ng 99 rcloca tions because its 
conv~rgence criteria wer~; sati:::;fied .. This is infiicated on the tables 
(46) 
of results (Tables 1 ann 2) • In these cases the results using 
Powell's method may be compared with the results using the other 
methods after the same number of relocations by table. 3· 
The structural prror function repreflPnting the approximate 
area between the given path and tr.p generat.eil path Vias fermed 
from 30 test points on the given path anr. 30 correspcnr.ing points 
on the Gcnerat.ed path. The; set of tef-:t points i.ncluC€r: the five 
precision points. Bach intcrvo..l bptwp.f:n prer-isicn points Wi13 
dividerl 8'lually by five intermc:1inte points. 
For the structural error function rc~resenting the ffi2.xirr:um 
distance bct'Neen th(~ tviO patts, the maximum was found to an accurac;}' 
-0; 
of 0'1 X 10 ' units. The maximum error, f , Yi2S then truncated to 
remove thc lpast ~3j gnificant c1ir;i ts, so the. t any Inaccur3.cy in 
these <Ugi.ts would Dot eaw,e a wrong <)oci8ion to ·be mar],· by the 
hill clJmb:i.ng IT.Rt.!10{:S. ~:-.te tr\.1rlcatE'c1 crro!",pi :fs given by: 
p ~ r:'1x10-5x (Jr1+.{ £ _.J \. (7 00' _ _ ~. v , I ......... ~ •••• t ,) .. t. ) 
0.1J:10 '.1 
where Ini(x) in t;'le 18rgest intege;:' r~ot pxcpen.inc x. The truncution 
( 1 ') , 
was net E-nplc,Yp(1 wIth Fr.eu0cr.!.itf~intG rclocatioI: proce{~u.rc\ (; 
since' it car. praGue(=; 7,c.:ro val uen of '1:,he prror if) som~ intcrvills 
and zero errors cause th.i.s procedur~ to fail. 
with S1JCCeSS wj.th the two hill ~1.imh5ne·rretho~s. This metho0 wa;; 
not .succef.isful \'.'hH~ app1.iecl to Frenncnstein' .';) rl?loc2.tion IT(>tho!!. 
In OT(ler to be ablf: to progress from ;'i!l unfeasiblc 3Rt of J,:rccision 
points when using FrAu'::.enstf:.in's mpthci! a. s-irr;;,J.e 8..1ternat.ive DPthoc 
unf~~a3ible linkag:; is ~veTaged with the last s~t of points defining 
a fcas.ible 1:1.:1k;]'(;2, thA process being repAated li.."'1t.il a feasible 
T}10 results obtaine:1 using the .. ~ifreY.'ent r'01ocation procec1ures, 
with the structural 0rror function rAp"!""8SA:lting the area between 
th8 t·xo p.:1.ths, ar~ given in table 1. 
For each non-ran.J.om rplocation proce1ure definen in sub':"section 
3.·2.2 the results obtained WAre inferior to those obtained with 
the ran\~o:n method. Th~ only excep"tions to this gen(?ra1. result W8!"e 
th~ linkaees 3ynth~s.i..3Pd by the trIO hil1-clinbLrlg m"?tho:ls' when 
3ta:!.~"te~1 fro7':!. the be3t lin.'t(age found by the ran-Jom me-thod. 
Al thoUb"h the nU:l1"be-r of tests is too ,om3.1.l to provi1e any 
;.:;tatint.ically vali:l comparison of the r'ClloGation rh"! tho.is, it rioes 
seem likely that the ran,.~om method rdll find better 1inkages 
than the methoc.i0al searches, unle38 the m~thoc11cal snarches 
are started from a 3'?t of precision poi.nts known to rApresent a 
good 1:lnkagp.. This be:l2-viour can be explained by the existence of 
nLUnero'~s local minima of the st2'uc~ll!7al error ':unctio.n. 
A 10,,-,,1 minimum is a point where the value of the function 
is sr:1aller than at any other point in thp- im.."'Tlediate vicinity, 
but may be larger than the value of the function at points which 
are fur the:!:' away. Fii:.ure 17 shows the 'gpometrical interpr~tation 
of local minima. for a one-dimensional function. 
If a hill cli.;nbing ;nethod is started from a point which is 
neal' to a toca.! rlinimlUn of a function, the hil1-cli~bi!1g method 
will usually prOb'Tess to',vrtrd.s this minimum, 3ince t:lis is the 
lowest point in the vicinity. Once a local minimum has been fauna 
the hill-climbing method will usually terminate becausp. points 
(48) 
eI'''!::'or f: .. m-~t5_o~1. 
* 3t3.rtir:.s :i.e loca tiO!l 
!'oi.n~ :'.:8tho,~_ 
Id'~ntifi~ati.on 
1 
1 
? 
3 
3 
:.5tartine point oefinitio!".s: 
Z-::ror of 
best 
Practical 
., , 
Lln~A..ge (sq.mm) 
).548 
3.7--1·2 
'Sr~or of 
:ninir<um 
error 
Linkage 
(n'1. mm ) 
9.548 
3·548 
Practical 
Linkag8 
Identification 
(Appenj.ix H) 
Linkag.:? <5 
Li.nkrtG"e 7 
L.inkag~ 5 
1 :~(,~u8.11y spaced. ane;lo3 OV":1~ the rant?=: (0.36, 2ttt-O.36) raoians, 
wi th fir;'Jt' angle at 0.36 radians. 
2 :':crua.l1y spa.c0!l angles over' th0 :range (11, 3TC') racians, Wit:l 
first angle at 1T ra\tian3. 
3 Th;; pr.~cision points nefining thA best linkage (Linkage 5)' 
found by the ran(~o!:l r~loca ti.on mothor'f. 
t ThL trb.l completecl onl:{ .1.3 relocatiolls. 
(49) 
FIGffim 17 The geometric interpretation of a local minimum 
f(x) 
\ 
local minimum 
x 
(50) 
v;~ich cot':::'E:3'pon'1 to sf,13.11pt' :'..lnction valne3 ; .. re too far away ·to 
be ~8tected. 
One ".'ray of ov>?!'corrling th8 p~o bl,~:m of local minima is to 
'!.'~loca tion proc0(1ure This 
has thr:~ !.~ffnc t Qf finJing Cl. :1ifferpnt. lO~2.1 r'd.ni:nu:'!l, and if the 
prOC03S is ~o~tim.le?; fo-r long enoug}l the overa.ll minimwn will 
eventu.0.11y be fO'J.nd. nowev~r , a r€Ct~nt pabl.ication (25) 'confirms 
the author '3 opinion that there are UlL1'.2rous local minima in 
linkage synthesis, and it may take a c(~n:"re3p0ndingly large 
nUr:1b::;r of ne",.\' starting points to find a lir,kage with an. acceptably 
small structu.:::-al e:~ro:r.'. A bot ter appro~?wch' is to ~3.ke a preliminary 
search to det.Armine 3. s ta::-ting point in .. 3. region wherr: the 
structural error is 2J.r28..--1y' acc-?p-tably .suall .. The ran,~om TAlocation 
r::ethnd <10sr,r.iber1 in sub-si:-:ction 3.3.1 p~ovir:~s a preliminary .search 
of this type. 1/,'hen a pr.actical linkagp w,f.th 3.:."1 acc~ptably 3ma.ll 
~t!:'uctlJ.ral error has ':.;2pn found by the t'3.~;/iom ne-thoC!.J the precision 
points rlcfining th'LS linkage na:r b~ U:1e'1 .:;-; a sta-:--ting poi.nt for 
either of the "b;o hil1-cl.i:nbing method~". 
The second set of results, given in table 2, ref0r·to the 
structura.l error fu....."1ction r~p~e,'Jl=Jntin6 the ilt2lxinUtn d.istance between 
the rAlluired path and th8 generate'i path. For this test the random' 
relocation pt'ocedur-8 W3.S, starten fro-:n a (1iff~-r'~nt point so that 0. 
n,~·;.' set of ranQor.1. re 10 ca tions W3.U 0 :)tair ..ef!. Two oS tart ing points 
pri"~ci::-don points ·1~.:ining the beet pY.'act:Lc::~l link3.G(;3 fOlL1C by the 
r2~nd0m reloca.tion me thoJ 'tri th the t\,iO :l ifferpnt :'1 tructural e:-ror 
fU!1C tions. 
In both th~~3;':: caS:":8 th9 ~lill-climbing !:1CthO!1S faun:) better 
lin"kagEw than the 3tar-tinG linkage, but the mod.ifieo mntho0 of 
Freudensiein only foun3 a better l.inkab'~ in ong caGt~. The total 
* ~)ta-rting Rc'location 
?oinl ID"'!cho;l 
Id"?nt i ~iGati.on 
3 HCSSlGllC 8K 
.3 
Rcs:sn13HO~K 
t, 
,. 
:.;t~~ti:'1g 'point ~.1.~ri:litlons: 
~r;o~ of 
best 
P1-acUcal 
~inkage 
(,." ~m') ~ W,l" ,'u. .• 
3. 161 
1 .871 
~I':-or of 
;;rinimuiTt 
errol' 
Linkage 
( , .. ,.., ,.,.,.,." 1 ~""l~!. .. ,(w.n J 
2.774 
1.870 
3.935 
3. 161 
Pra~tical 
I,inkage 
Ir.8ntificatio:l 
(Appendix H) 
Linkage 11 
Linkage 10 
Linkage 12 
Linkage 9 
. (no impr0~1'~:nent on starting linkage) 
11.129 
3 The pr .. ~.;i3ion poi.rrt.s definine t~e best li.n1:acc (l.inkage 5) 
found by ,the :!:"aildom me chod vdth the a::."~,3. ntructu'ral 0rror. 
4 The precl:3ion point3 r1ef,ininti the 1;t:st pt'~ctical link3.&p.f 
distance :;-;trnctural error. 
t ~ll:i.S trial conplctd only 93 relocation.:J. 
t rn' • trial cornpl~~ trd only 65 relocations. .... [u.s 
r:AJLB 3 ~oInp~ri30:i of 3pe0~ of relocation m~tho~s. 
..,;t..J.:rt i ~lG' n.r',·10(;;J. t.:l\H2 :S::-i"o!' E:,'.~or 'S!'!'or Er~or 
Po i.n t 1. ... .:~ t~lO '1 i:3.':·t.,~:,!" 20 :J.fter 40 J.ft2I" 60 after 8·J 
~ .. l"tf)~.;J 8·1;~pS stRpS st:;:>-;,s 
C~'1' r:::1) (::q. ::t:n) (3'l.tnr:l) (c., "1'0) ,~ ;;,' , .. , 
, 
~A."~C!,~ 3. 7·1? 3.70 3. ~A" I. "c 3.742 
, 
3 11)7:r~L:' 3. 600 3. 60,:} 
* 
" 
]C:=~:3JC :K 3 "',,-. 3.600 3.574 3 • 571; 
-
• 0') 
RA:·mCii: .. 155 i~. 155 '-r' '\ . 155 1 .419 
4 PO'::F,LL j 3.890 3-. ?39 3.239 
1\ H. 0 (~R::.3=t 0 8Z I :' . 587 2.5(;3 2. 568 ? .. 5GS 
7, DI"'-'11T71"'1 t 3.71 G ., 1(F, ~ 1 ::9 1 .871 
-' 
_ \...,., ,LJ.I ~. 
--
,-. 
3 RC~~~8:10~l:1 3.368 2 •. 932 ., 3:=:C ., ~,....,,,, ~" . '-. 0'~'v 
function 
Tht; t·,vo :lefini.t-to!lc; of t~~ stTuctuJ:'al prror function mea.SUr2 
cifferpnt at tributes of thp. g~!1Brated path an:l can not b·~ compa.rer. 
Cluant,i-tatively. In or'1~r to prov:ti4e som~ comp:lri~on of the results 
obtainG(l using the ·biO aifferRnt fo:!?Y1s the displacr.Jment Cl.lrv'?s of 
link3.g(;~J synthp.sis.::d '..lsing th~ '~iffprent jefinitions of the 
-I-r t 1 --r ... ,....,.....;, ·pl l)t·1 t)..~ (.r i ."..., .... ,....,~ .... n -t 9 ryn ~1 \ . s" ue 1tra. ~ru~ ,'t;~.':_ ~ "". ,.\.l- .... b~ ... L·';.;J I.,.,· ,'.v,,,- ,. 
Ea,ch err:1ph sho'ND t~e 11!1k;;LJc orbit, the Primary Di.3place:TIE~nt 
is drawn at fivn times :t t3 actu.:tl size. T::te P::-irnary Displac2ment 
(r.D.) on thp. P.D./tii.l.:~ u.ia,[,"1"am, iv dr;lwn five ~imcs actual size. 
(54) 
FIGUIlE 18 Displacement curves of Lin.1cage 100 
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FIGURE 19 11isplacement cUrves of ' Linkage 7. 
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(56) 
anJ the .';e'''on~.:.arv T.,;ispl~li""f.'.mp.n-t (·~.n.) O.n t}-.p -:~ 1'D / ~lmQ ,ll"acrraJn 
_ '-' ~.., _ ~ ~ -' a ~ .. _ ,"" •. ", v,_" \, '. 0"'" 
.1.S drnvn1 tAn t.imss act!.l3.1 .size. Each pair- of b-rap:'lS shows linkages 
synthpsis8,~_ by thp 3ar:l~ !'81oc8.tion Plethod., and u.sing thR 32.me 
Th,~ first pair of graphs, fieu:::es 18 ard 19, show the 
climbing prOC2(IUI'e. The s'ta-rting point for thl~ p1:"OCenUrA '.vas 
tho best linkagG synthesiaen by the r3.n.~()iTl pr00~(hlre with the 
ar~a struc"11J,ral erro:!? function. The l.ink:age analysed i.n figure 18 
i3 lilL~ag'e 10, fo!:' which thn maxirru.rn distG.:lce 3tructuY.'al error 
function waG ~L3e-:1 .. The linkage . .::t:lalysl3(l in figure 19 i;3 ~:i.!1kag£? 
7, for ','!lLich the area. struct"'..U'al r:: rror function was use--:. 
Th~2' Go:nbin~?a. o:rbi t of figure 19 is a bet ter fit to the 
rrimary TIisplacement/t im,::) curve 2;no'}m in fiC.J.re 18 Is abetter 
fi t to t::1E' required motion than the I':rimary ])ispl:lct:r1~nt/ time 
plot of figure 19. This .l.S to be ~xpecte:3, ::dncc t:le at'ea structuraJ. 
error fl.ll1ction d02S not involve the time p5:rar:1eter, while the 
maximLLrn distance structural error fune tion measures the parameterisec. 
distance between th~) tv:o path3 which :is not nec~ss,2.ri]~r equal. to 
the geometric ni3tance. Thn SeconJary Displacement/tine diagrams 
show a. deviCttion fro:n the cX'pect8~, rp.s~ll t, as in this t';Q3e the 
d~s.i:r.·f'(l ftlotion. On the '.'!hole, th~ motion of li.nkage '7 i~ a better 
fit to thc~ r.le.sirf~\! !10tio:l than ihn motion \)f 1.ink2.cS0 10, so the are;::. 
structural cr.';::oor function pro~'!ur.ed abet tr:r solut i on in this case. 
(57) 
FIGURg 20 J;isplacement curves of Mnkage 11. 
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FIGURE 21 risplacement curves of Linkage 6. 
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(59) 
Once :J.ga.i.n, the starting point 7,a.:; tht' b0Jt linko..G~ fO:J..nd by the 
21 nho',,;'s th-,.-' ;1j.spla,~emi~nt curV08 of linkagr. 6, for ','Ihlch the area 
n-truc tu.!';}.} 2rrOL' fun·.:::.tion ';;as US8,~. 
fit to th:.::: l~esire.J mo+,ion than the combin~::1 orbit of linkage 11. 
than tl:o;:;f"; 0': 1 :i!.l~age 6) d ernonG t!,~l,ting that the ar~~a atr;;ctural 
thp. r.1ax.irIum distance s truc-LuraJ erI'o'~' fune LioH 'produc~s linkages 
Thn :.-e.3ul ts ob-I:.ainerl with tho continuOlls curve 0efini tion 
of t~l€, Given path may be appli~(i Lo the (levelopTaen1:. of Cl. m~thoo 
for paths e;iven in thE' fo-r-:Tl or Cl set 01 n G..1.scret.q points, 
:r:'1e aiscret~ points are inten~ec1 to lit? oa a continuous 
curve, and the problem 'Nill th2refore be treatAo as if' the given 
CUl?V2 werp conthluou~3. Y{hGrl a prec.ision point reloc.:ltion dema.J:'.Js 
that D. p:::oecision point be sp0cLfiE'.J at ~ position bet':i(~en two 
eiVt?n po.ints, int~rpo1at:i.on is U::3-G.:J to sppcify the co-ordinates 
int~~~mA',:liate point ~t. Th? inierpola tiot! 
forr:rulJ. us~;.J is a four-point T , ,,, • t . 1 t· (26) Tf th~ .... a&rt'J,nbt: In 91pO a JOll .• _ .. r. 
rcqlli:::,(ld point Is at Pt. ~ t. where ~i-1 <Pi<t <,1i+1 <;6i+2 
tll!> co-ordimtc3 (at' \) of a point on the path corre8ponc.ing to t 
(60) 
are given by: 
k=i+2 
at = L ~ • L ( t) k 
k=i-1 
k=i+2 
b t 
'\ b,. ~. ( t) L • ,. 
k==i-1 
}yhere Lk ( t) is <Jefined by: 
(t-~. 1)·(t-~. 1)·(t-~. 2) 
L. (t) 1.- l+ 1+. (3.22) = 
}. (~i-~i-1)' (p i-Pi+1)' (f, i-P i+2) 
The precision point relocation. strategy consist? of a 
rando~ searen to find the best ctartE16 point, followe(1 by I 
irr.provement of th0 starting linkage ugjng a hill cJ.imbir ..g method. 
A facility for u3ing 3. Given stc.rtinG point instead of the ini tiaJ 
ra.ndom 3e2~rch i~; also provided. This faej li ty iD to bE: used vlhen 
the startilJ.g' point chOB8Jl by the rCJ..n<1orr! search is not a. :practical 
lin}:-agc, if the rc.uc1cm scarcD has fO'Jrl(~ Cl. practical linkae~ with 
a 1~:.r6er structural. €I':;:,or than th0' st2.rting linkc_G0. 'JIlLe ran.-10T!i 
,search may 2.] no ce' E t8..:!.'teCl from El oj,ffE'r0nt point, c;c:nera t ing 8.. nc','; 
.sequenc0 0: ran·: om nUi'1ibArs. 
The ::d.ructural error function for t?lC d.iscT0te point 
de:finition of tt.? given path may only in~luf0. those pci_nb3 on 
and the fiv0 precision point,~. The area structur~~J. prror f1Lr:.ctior~ 
be used wi tllOut rr.of.ificf1. tj on. :~incf..' the G.rea 8t~1.H!tu!·0..1 f'rror 
function predicts the behaviouY' of thp path at the 5r~tf\)_~.·rle:.1.i(1.te 
. pOints it [;hou10 De succ('~r.:f:.~l. ~J1c maximum rlistar~ce ~~b~uctura.l 
(61 ) 
8!'ror fune tion is l~:ss 1 ikely to bt? succ(:G3ful fl.'3 th,) :IlaximuJl1 
'soul,~ b~~ 1':'-'.lG~n over not mor'3 than n+5 points ';:ith .no control 
e!,,;:,or f1...l.IlC tion .is t~f?r2.for~ U~~2(l, 8xcln.s:i.vely in this case. 
rotation of the .input lick. For' anticlock.Yi~~e rotation of the 
input 11n:< tile equCl.l -t.i::10 .int0rvu.ls a..t which the :points ar9 
cloci-:',";.i:3f' YQtation of the input l.ink the ang128 ~~ are nef.iner. 
<me" t:nt ,1. > ~. 1" 1. 1. + 
d~velo'pe·.~ an~: testcc. T"~12 metho:~ incorpor~~tc3 an or-ig.i.nal definit.ion 
of ti1e :.rtrl.l.ct~ral (?:;:,ror fllnction as the a;pproxim2.te .:tree. between 
of the :3 tructu:::al er~or fU!1ction is simple t.o COhput;:; an~1 produces 
lirJ....'-<abe.:~ with paths which <}.r2 at least as good. .in g8neral s!1ape 
as those pro.'1uced by a J1101"'0 conventional max.imu:r. d.is ~a.~ce defini tioll 
0: th·~: 3 cyuGtural error fun·::t:i.on, 0('~U.?l.ti.O[l 3.4. 
ThE' :results indic3. tl~ thp '~xi3tence o~ mUltiple loc3.1 
mini!2.2. of tlv~ 3t::-uctur3..1 e:rror function, ~h.ich pT"ov8(1 a s~vere 
precislo!"l points. A r;:.J.n\.~om :.ri~loU3.t.ion method produce(l goo~ resul ts, 
both W:'10Z1 unon ttlonr fud ','lll'::a used to finJ a starting point for 
the t't.10 hill clif,1binG mAthor~s("19,20). If a high degree of accuracy 
of the generatr:d path is not rDCiuirec1, the ranc1o:n relocation rnetho(i 
coul,.:~ 1>::: 1J.3sj alone. rrhe random ::.'eJ.ocation I!l;~tho;~ is con8irle~ed 
b~:tt.8::' th~L1 the alt~:l:'na-t.ivi-~ procedure of startint( the hill 
I:llmo"L1'; pr0C~:1Ll!,:~G f.20;n a number of c:ifferent precision points, 
3inc~ trlf! l;~ t ~!">l i;:.;; ti.r.e-~"!o.nsl!min6 8,n'1 u:llikt?ly to give Cl. goon 
rp3UJ.·~ o'Ning to th(~ large nu:rlbt:t' of local Minima. of. the 
strnc'~:L':'8.1 cr!'or function ';.rhich are believed to !-D::i8t. 
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FIGURE 23 Displacemenf CUTves of linkage 14. 
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th~ 1 h:lks.ee must fi "['st b~ ;:1:1~lyg8d to obt3.in th~ co-or(~.inate3 of 
(66) 
FIGlffiE 24 The two forms of the six-bar linkage. 
(a) 
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(67) 
parameters of these four bar linkages arc given in App'md b: H. 
The derivation of the six bar linkaeeS t using i:.h(~ methocl described 
• in section 2.2, is given in Appendix J. 
Each six bar linkage takes onc of the two forms shown in 
figure 24. The form sho'liTI at fjgure 24 (b) may be analyse~. by the 
same method as that sho',m at fiGure 24 (a) if the anGles LAOE and 
LDEC arc regarded as positive for the form shown at figure 21\ (a) 
and negative for that shown at filr'~r" 24 (b), The form shown at 
figure 24 (a) is therefore the only for:n which needs to ':,e considered. 
The linkage analysis method uses vector algebra, and is 
, 
similar to the method used for analysing the four bar linkaGes. The 
possible anbilr'J.ities of position arising from the different ways 
in which the linkage may be assembled are remover by the use of 
sign parameters, 'as they were in the case of the four bar linka.ges. 
The analysis method is described in Appendix ,T, aDd finds the 
co-ordinates (x,y) of the needle Up correspondinG to a. given 
angle of rotation of the ieput link •. 
The inclination of the f~amc link OQ (fiGUl'" 24) to t:10 
reference axis is calclllatea so th8,t th" nee:11e point Prim2_~Y 
))isplacement is in the direction of the reff~:rence x-axis ancl thp 
needle point :Jocondary Displacement is in t'r!e direction of tho 
reference :I-axis. At the pf'netration point the direction of the 
needle motion is app:ocxirr,ately parallel to the direction of the 
Primary motion. It is reQuired that the needle motion shouia ce 
o in a direction inclined at about 75 to the fabric axis at 
pcnetration(1). The fabric axis should therefore be inclined at 
750 to the reference x-axis to give the correct needle inclination 
at penetration for the calculated position of the frame link OQ. 
(68) 
Since the fabrl.c is produced w:rtically upwards, it will cc 
convenient to define the fabric axis as p:irallel to the; reference 
y-axis. The frame link Oc1. is therefore specified at an angle of 
_150 from its calculated posi Hon. 
The coupler point I: representing the needle tip maj' be 10ca tell 
at any convenient pos:i.tion on thp. lint: n:jN, flgu.re 24. The position 
of N is chosen so that the linlcage can be located. in the desired 
area with respect to the fabric, (see section 1.4). The main part 
of the linkage is situated below and to the left of the coupler 
point N. 
4.1.2 Prccliction of base fabric weft (li"place~.!. 
When el the= needle is in the fabric a certain aT:1ount of 
dj.splacement of the base fabric weft yarns is unayoidable, due to 
the thickness of the needle. Additional displacenent I~ay occur at 
any time due to any differences between the base fabric velocity 
and. the velocity of the needles. SUch velocity c1iffcrzllces may 
also cause deflection of the needles. 
The total distortion at any time is ~leasu=ed by the difference 
between the d.istance df travelled by the base fabric after 
penetration and the dis~anceSt d
u 
and a'l t between the penetration 
point ana the point where the lower and upper needle edges 
respectively intersect the fabric plane (figure 25). For the 
purpose of calculating this distortIon it is assumed that the needle 
is riGid. 
If the total distortion is kept within reasonable limits 
the distortion will be absorbed by the elasticity of the needle and 
the base fabric structure, and very little permanent weft displacement 
will take place. Ideally, the distance df should be equal to the 
mean of the distances dl and <"u for the whole duration of the 
needle's stay in the fabric; if this were possible the total weft 
I 
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FIGURE 25 Weft distortion distkces. 
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displacement woulo be less than or eoiual to the needle thicJ.:n?Gs. 
In general this is not possible, and the total c.istortio:l during 
the orbit is measured by the sum of the maximum values of d -d 
u f· 
and df-d l • The cumulative effect of the iiiGtortion may be 
minimise cl by choosil1g the? velecity of the taG" fabric SO that the 
maximum value of 0. -af ?,nrl the maximum value of df-d. are equal. u ' L 
It is first necessary to calculate the values of df,dll and 0.1 
corresponding to an input Hnk rotation of t 1'2,dians from the 
penetration position. 
The <iistances d
u 
and dl depend on the cD-ordinates of the 
needle,(Xn'Yn)' the angle On between the needle axis and the 
positive x-axis, and the d,imcnsion3 of the si"0 profile of the 
needle. The needle tip co-ordinates ex ,y ) and the angle ° n n n 
corresponding to the input angle tare ceterrdnec, by the linkage 
analysis. The dimensions of the sio,c profile of the needle are 
as shO\\11 in fIb'''-re 26. 
If the fC:letratioll faint is at (x ,y ), the fabric axis Hl 
, P P 
the Hne x:x , and the needle is in the fabric if x > x • The p n p 
x co-ordinate of the int"r3ection of the needle axis with the 
fabric axis is x , and they co-ordinate y of the intersection of p a 
the needle axis vii tll the fabric axis Is given by: 
y = y + (x - x ) • tan en ••• , •••••••••••• (4. 1) 
ann P 
The distance (h mIll) between the needle tip and the point 
where the needle axis intersects the fabric axis (figurec 27) 
determines whether the curved part or the straight part of the 
needle edges intersect the fabric. The <1istancc h is determined 
from: 
h = «y _ y )2 + 
n a 
(x _ x )2 )2 (4 2) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n p 
(71) 
FIGURE 27 Calculation of weft displacement. 
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FIGURE 28 Minimisation of weft displacement. 
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If h> 6.686 - 0.712 tan G, the straie;ht part of tho upper 
n 
needle ,,'dge is in the fabric. 
If h ;> 6.686 + 0.712 tan G, th" straie;ht part of the lower needle 
n 
edge is in the fabric. 
If the straight part of the upper edge of the needle is 
in the fabric: 
d = (y - y ) + 
u a p 
cos G 
n 
............ · ..... 0 •••••••••• (4.3) 
If the straight part of the lower eag" of the needle is 
in the fabric: 
. O· 712 
dl .::::: (y - y ) - ~ ..... " " .. " ...... " .. " .... " " " " " .... " .. " " " . (4" 4) a p G 
cos n 
The calculations for a and d1 when the curved parts of the needle u 
edges are in the fabric are given in Appendix K. 
If the velocity of the base fabric is v m/s and the input 
link angular velocity is VI rad/s , the distance df corresponding 
to t radie.ns of input link rotation from the penetration position 
is given by: 
d f = 1000. t. v 
w 
" ••••••••••••••.• ~ •••••••••••••••• (4.5) 
input lInk rotation t rao.ians from the penetration position. 
The total predicted weft cisp1o.cement is the 5urn of the 
maximum displacement, a'u-df , caused by the upper eoge of the 
needle, and the maximum displacement, df-dl , caused by the 
lower edge of the needle. 
'rhe base fabric velocity may be chosen so that these two maximum 
o.isplacer.19nts arc equal. The c'.lJi1ulative effect of the oistortion 
• 
vdll then be ninimised. 
Let the maximum displacement of the base fabric weft yarns 
caused by the upper edge of the needle occur at t1 r2.(UanS of 
input link rotation from the penetrl:tion pOliHion, and the 
maximum weft displacement causei\ by the lower edge of the needle 
occur at t2 radians of input link rotation from the penetration 
position, figure' 28. The maximum displacement will be denoted by 
due t1 )-df ( t 1) for the needle upper coge, and ofC t 2)-dl (t2 ) for 
the lower edge of the 'l'tcedle. The total Oistortion will be 
minimised if: 
but, from equation (4.5): 
dfCt) = 1000.t.v •••••••••••••••••.•••••• ~ ••• (4.7) 
VI 
Equation C~.6) becomes: 
• 
duCt1) + cl1 Ct2) 
t1 -I t2 
.............. (4.8) 
The values of duet) and d1(t) can bo9 calculated for any value 
of t for any lin.1.(age, as descril:ed in sub-sectio!1 4.1.2 .• The 
base fabric veloci +.y v cor::esponding to the minimu. .. n total 
predicted weft displacement can ce calculated'from equation C4.8) 
if the rotations, t1 and t 2, at which the maximul11 clisplace:r.ents 
take pI ace, are knovm. The val uea 0 f t1 and t2 may te cal cula tea 
by an iterative process. A pair of trial values is selected, 
and the base fabric velocity v is calculated from equation (4.8). 
This velocity is usea to calculate values of Of and hence find new 
vallles of t1 and t 2• The process is rp.pc;atp.d until the two 
maximum calculated di:::pJac~f:1ents 2.re equal. 
The pile loops are forrK:c. by a lateral movement of the 
loopcrs in a plane p~rpendicular to the plane of the needle orbit, 
as described in sub-section ,1.3. J. As each looper travorses the 
needle path it interseots the yarn between the needle and the 
fabric, thus forming a pile loop. }JurinG the looper motion the 
corresponding needle should be positioned so that the yarn will 
be pickeo up by the looper, the needle itself being clear of the 
100per so that it does not interfere with the loaper motion, 
In the LOCSTITCll machine the 10apcr executes a one-dimensional 
lateral ",otion, the cycle of whiCh is completed durIng two successive 
needle orbits, figure 29. This may be more clearly appredated by 
reference to figure 30 which shows twelve conspcutivD stages 
spanning one complete traverse and return cycle of t!J~ looper r" 
durIng ha complete in and out cycles of the needle N" It will be 
note:3. that identical motions take place for the opposite elements 
r'2 8..'1d N2 , except that they are 'It r8.dians out of phase with 1, ant' 
N, respectively. 
The motion of looper r'1 consists of a (Iwell followed b;,' a 
traverse to behind needle N" a second dwell, and a return motion 
to the front of needle N,. The positioning of both needles ~1 and 
N2 is critical during the traverse and return motion of either 
looper, since these lateral movements can only take place when there 
is no possibility of physical contact between the needles and the 
loopers. }Juring the c1wells the loopers are laterally clear of the 
needles, by occupying the spaces between adjacent parallel needles 
in the multi-needle bank. 
FTGURE 29 j~ooper 1'loUon of the LOCSTITCH 1'lachine. 
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During both the traverse and return motions of the left 
hand. looper I'1'( stages E and K respectively, fiGUre 30), the 
left hand needle 111 should be to the left of .the tip of the 
looper L1, fiGUre 31. The distance between the tip of th!! looper 
and the fabric will a0pend on the pile height setting, but there 
should be sufficient clearance between the neo01" and the looper 
to enable the InaximUlll pile height of 5 mm to be used. The looper 
motion should therefore take place when the tip,of the needle is 
further than 5 mm away from the fabric. 
In the immediate vicinity of the needle eye the yarn will 
always lie on th" same side of the needle tip, since it has. 
emerged airectl,' on that particular side from the eye. After the 
first traverse of the looper L1, tha pile loop is formed to that 
same side of the needle tip where the yarn emerges fro," the needle 
eye, sta,goo L to D of figure 30. However, after the raturn motion 
of the looper the pUe loop is formed on the side opposite that 
from which the yarn emerges from the eye, stages F to I of figure 
30. When t!l8 pila loop is formed on this sic.e it is reguil-ed that 
the yarn should pasS over the upper edge of the needle, as shown 
in fiGUre 32(a), not under the lower cage of -th" needle, a,s shown 
in fig~re 32(b). To help in achieving this correct positioning of 
the yarn the looper motion should be such that the intersection of 
the looper with the need.le plane takes place ·when the inclination 
of the line EY, drawn from the needle eye to t)'le point where the 
yarn emerges from the fabric·, is greater than the inclination of 
the neeCle to the fabric, figure 32 (c). 
The allowable duration of time during which the looper motion 
may taka place is therefore governed mainly by the needle orbit, 
although the maximum pile height, which determines the looper's 
(80) 
position relative to the fabric, also has a limitinG effect. The 
motion of the 100pers in the 10CS'.rr'Cca machine was ilesigned to be 
• 
suitable for the needl e· orbits produced by the LOCSTITC}! caGOs. 
This motion may prove to be unsa tisfadory for use with the new 
needle orbits cen8ratec1 by the proposed lirJG1G'cs. }!y1yeVer, the 
LocsrrITCI: looper motion has some un::1csireable features, notably 
poor dynamic characteristics. It would therefore be an improvement 
to red.esign the looper motion completely, making it compatible 
with the neVl proposed lip~\::age-gcnorated orbits, and remo'ling the· 
poor dynamic characteristics. 
The main purpose of the nce(Ue and loop.gr interaction test, 
to be incorporated in the general needle orbit analysis, will be 
to determine the particular part of the needle orbit at whIch the 
looper motion will be permitted to take place. This would provide 
a basis for specification of a new looper motion, or possibly for 
adjusting the timinG of the exist:i.nG looper motion. 
::JurinG the motion of looper L1, when the looper intersects 
the plane of the needle motion, the needle U1 must be above the 
ster.l of the looper L1, while the needle N2 must be belo,'! the looper 
1
1
, The second part of the needle and looper interaction test 
determines the amo\L'1t of space between the needles at this time. 
There must be sufficient space between the needles to allow the 
looper to pass between them at all pile height settings.· 
4.1.5 T;IS CCKDITION F'OR LOOP TJ.ANSF?..:'1. 
The transfer of loops of yarn from every needle to its 
corresponding opposite needle is an essential requirement of the 
FIGURE 33 THE CONDITION FOR LOOP TRANSFER 
Fabric axiS 
( 82) 
stitching process. The transfer takes place when the tip of the 
needle N2 passes through the loop of yIirn behinc the eye of the 
needle N1, figure 33. A second transfer occurs when the tip of 
needle H1 passes through the loop of yarn behind the eye of trw 
needle })2' as described in sub-section 1.3.1. Since the needle 
orbits are mirror i:nages 'of each other it ic neccssa.ry to 'test 
whether only one of these transfers may take place, since if onc 
of them may take place the other one will take place automatically. 
In order to test whether the tran.sfer of a loop of yarn 
fro:n needle III to needle .N2 will take place at any time, let the 
needle Hl bo inclined. at an angle e1 to the reference x axis, and 
let the tip of needle N1 be at the point (xl 'Y1)· Let the tip of 
needle N2 be simultaneously at the point (x2'Y2)' and let the 
disbnce from the tip of ncedle1l1 to a point on the axis of 
needle N1 be fi, figure 33. If the fabric axis Is the line x:::x p 
the co-ordinates (Xl 'Yl) and (X2'Y2) may be expre::lse<1 in terns of 
the co-ordinat(s (x(t),'y(t)) of the tip of the left hand needle 
corresponding to an inp:>t link rotation of t radia:1s fro," the 
penetration position: 
Xl = x(t) 
Y1 = yet) 
x2 .- 2.x x( t+-rr) p 
....•............... (4.9) 
Y2 = y( tn) 
The needles ~re in the transfer position if: 
x2 = Xl + m.cosG1 } ..................... (4. 10) 
Y2 = Yl + m.sinG l . 
Equations (4.10) may be solved to gJve the distance m and "the 
condition for loop transfer to ta't':e place at the tiMe t: • 
(X2 - x1).sin81 - (Y2 - Y1)'cOS 8, = 0 •••••••• (4.") 
ill· (x2 - x1).cos 8," + (Y2 - y,).91n G, ••••••• (4.12) 
The distance", shoulrl be ereater" than the distance f:r:om the "ne(~dl€ 
tip to the needle "ye, which is approximately 6.7 mm, otherwise" 
loop transfer will not take place. 
o Loop transfer on the LOC.3TITCH machine is at about '58 of 
"input link rotation from the penetration position. The time at 
which the transfer takes'place is not critical, provided the needle 
Nl is on its return strolee and the needle N2 has not penetrated" 
the fabric. 
4.1.6 OT]iEH :JTITCHIl'JG CHAn.ACT1'8ISTI~3. 
IrJ.ring part of the needle cycle both needles are in the fabric 
sirml tan(>ously. 'rhe fabric strain :is increased during this period, 
. " 
and it has been rocommended by Vitols (1) that no more than one 
maximum cross sectional need.le area should be in the fabri.c at any 
time. Thus if the needle N, is in the fabric for a total time of 
T radians of ifs orbit, and if T >11 , the taperea part of cl ther 
needle N1 or needle 1;2 should '.Je in the fabric during the time 
intervals (0, T-lt) and (11, T). 
The fabric gUide, denoted by G in figure 30 A, helps to 
maintain the correct positioning of the fabric at penetration. The 
penetration point should be as close as possible to the point where 
the fabric leaves the fabric guide, in order that the guide should 
function efficiently. If the penetration point is maintained at a 
constant p03ition in space when the link3.[;e is adjusted, the 
necessity of adjusting the position of the fabric guide is avoided. 
It is therefor,e desirable that every adjusted orbit should pass 
(84) 
through a com;non penetration, pohlt. 
The stitch pi toh is egua.l to the distanc0 travelled by the 
baso fabric during o~e complete needle orbit. This distance may 
be allowed to ohm-lge by altering the velocity of the base fabri c 
relative to the velocity of the input link of the needle· actuating 
linkage. It has been shown in sub-section 4.1.3 that for each 
needle orbit there correspon(ls a ra tic of the base fabric velocity 
v to the input link velocity w wl1ich minimises base fabric weft 
displac'ement. In order to modify the ratio of v to wand hence 
change the pitch, without excessive weft dIsplacement occuring, 
it is necessary to change the shape of the needle orbit. 
The needle orbit may be changed by anjusting the dimensions 
of one or more links of the needle actw).ting lin .. 1m&e. 
The needle actuating linkage may be adjusted by moving ene 
or more of the pivots O,A,B,e,D,E, or Q, figure 24, thus altering 
the dimensions of one or more links. Adjustments in which only one 
pivot is !'loved are preferred" since they take less time and effort 
to execute. 
The length of the f:::ame Unk OQ of the linkage may be 
altered by adjusting the position of the frame pivot Q, without 
changing the dimensions of any of the moving links of the linkage. 
Since the pivot Q does not normally move during the neeille orbit 
this form of adjustment is particularly attractive. The pivot Q. 
(85) 
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could bE; situated on a link which could be fixed in different 
posi tions, thus providing a remote D..(ljustmcnt facility. A remotp~ 
adjustment facility, which is not available on the WCSTITC1l 
machine, \voulo. increase speed and safety of adjustment. The 
adjustment to pivot Q could possibly be made during fabric 
production, thereby allowing stitch pitch variation to be carried 
out without stopping -the' machine. 
The orbits of pivots A,E, C,D andE ,'.'Ould make it difficult to 
adjuflt these pivots without stopping the machine, and woult1 also 
make a remote adjustable,difficult to design. The frame pivot 0 is 
at the centre of the main input link, and it is not considered 
desirable to move this. 
Ij'he proposed adjustment to be studieCl is .therefore the 
adjustment consisting of moving the frame pivot Q, thereby 
altering the length of the frame link OQ., figurt'i 24. 
4.2.2 APl'ROXIliL\TS PAR~LLB1 };OTIC:;;. 
The dinension3 of the lir~s of the parallel motio~ linkaee 
are related according to the Robert,,-Chebychev system from which 
it is derived, as described in section 2.2. 
With the notation'of figure 34, these relationships are: 
•..•...........•... (4.13) 
If parallel motion is to be maintained when the linkage is 
adjusten it is thus necessary to alter at least two dimensions 
(87) 
FIGURE 35 The condition foI' a constant penetration position 
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.' 
simul tancouBIYt and the8e t\~,ro dimensions can not be altered by 
moving only one pivot. 
A small nevic.tion from l)arallel motion is therefore to be 
expected when the proposed adjustment is made. The adjustment will 
resul t in a lil'Jcage which produces an approximate parallel motion, 
in which t!1e needle lJnk rotates through a. small angle during the 
orbit and every point on the link describes a slIghtly different 
path. The deviation from parallel moj;ion is expected to be small 
enough not to substantially affect the crHical points of the 
needle motion.. , , 
At one setting of the pivot 'I, the ratio of the Jength le 
of the frame lin" to the length 16 of the neeil1e link will be 
suitable for paralld. motion. The setting at which eX'tct parallel 
motIon occurs can be changed by specifying a different length 16, 
It is required that all the neecle orbits produce,,! by B.~~ust,,'ents 
to the par6.11cl motion linkage shoul,] pass through a cor,,'T\on 
penetration poi.nt P. In order to find. which positions of pivot ~, 
figure 35, will produce orbits pasning through P, the po'-n L P is 
rC!;arded as a fixed point, with pivot Q regar<led as movable, 
figure 35 (b). 
The kinenatic chain OA~::;3? of figure 35(b) has five" links, 
na.:nely OA~~,.tL3,CE,:sCP and OP, and six joints s namely OJA,13,C,E,P. 
Using the mobility criterion described by }Iartenberg and renavit(27) 
the degree of freed.om F of the kinematic chain is: 
F = 3x(5-1) - 2x6 = 0 ••..••.......••..•.•..•.. (4.14) 
The chain OABBCr is not,therefore, movable. The link CE, and 
hence the pivot D, can not rlove, and the only possible locus of 
Q is a drcle, centre D, radius DQ, The acljusted positions of Q 
which give rise to orbits which pass through P He on this circle. 
The six bar parallel motion linkage OAECBl)Q, figure 34, 
may-be reGarced as eonsistinG of the chain OAE,ECTI,DQ,QO, which 
is eq.uilavent to a four bar linkage, an1 the links AB and BC. 
Before acl.justment, the link lengths satisfy the relationship: 
.................. · ........ (4.15) 
If, in addition, the linkage OAB, l::J)C, DQ, QO h2.3 a crank-and-rocker 
action before acljustrlent, the link lengths will satisfy the 
, 
conditions for a crank-and-~ocker action: 
10+ 11 < 1; + 18 
10 + 12 < 18 +. 11 •••••••• ~ •••••••• (4.16) 
10 + 18 <- 11 + 12 
7,hcll the length OQ is adjuste,1, all the other ler;gths r£rlain the 
sarle. The lengths 15 anii 16 should satisfy: 
1 5'+ 16 > A'::. •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .(4.17) 
since otherwise the links A3 a::1d BC will lock duxing the motion. 
From (4.15): 
From (4.16): 
From (4.15): 
15 + 16 = • ..:.1.' (12+18) 
11 
(90) . 
FIGURE 36 Analysis of the six-ba.r linka.ge. 
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Sinoe the link lengths, with the exception of 18, do not change 
when·the linkage is adjusted, the condition (4.17) is satisfied 
if: 
19 + 1; ~ AC •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (4.18) 
The condition·(4.18) is satisfied if the four bar linkage 
ODEQ is completely movable. If the linkage ODEQ is oompletely 
movable the six bar linkage is therefore completely movable. 
The adjusted length of OQ must therefore satisfy the crank-and-
rocker conditions: 
4.3 ADJUSTMENTS TO THE PRACTICAL SYNTHESISED LINKAGES. 
Adjustments to the proposed needle actuating linkages may 
now be found. Using the conditions derived in section 4.1, a 
comprehensive needle orbit analysis method is derived and used 
to analyse the orbits generated by each linkage and its 
adjustments. The synthesised linkages are examined to determine 
the range of possible stitch pitch settings obtainable with each 
linkage. 
4.3.1 NEEDLE ORBIT ANALYSIS. 
Each adjusted variant of the synthesised linkage must be 
analysed to determine the stitching capabilities of the orbit 
it will generate. Points on the orbit are determined by finding 
the co-ordinates of the coupler point N, figure ,6, for a set of 
values of the input angle B. The origin of co-ordinates for the 
linkage analysis, described in Appendix J, is taken as the fixed 
centre of the input link. The fabric axis is specified as the line 
x. x • p 
The angle of rotation, tp' of the input link at which 
penetration of the fabric takes place is estimated by finding 
two adjacent angles, 9i and 9i +1 ' with corresponding needle tip 
co-ordinates (xi'Yi) and (xi +1'Yi+1)' such that: 
. ·······~·········(4.20) 
The angle tp is then determined accurately by an iterative 
process, inwhichnewpositions9t • where. Qi"::: Qt<9i +1 ,are 
found by interpolation. Each value of Qt is then used to replace 
either Q. or Q. 1 so that the new values of Q. and Q. 1 satisfy 
1. 1.+ 1. 1.+ 
the conditions (4.20) 
A similar method is used to find the angle of rotation, t , 
. w 
of the input link at which withdrawal from the fabric takes place. 
The loop transfer test is applied as described in sub-section 
4.1.5. and the needle and looper interaction test is carried out 
as described in SUb-section 4.1.4. For the· given ratio of base 
fabric velocity to input link angular velocity, the expected weft 
displacements are calculated for each angular increment during 
which the needle would be in the fabric. The maximum weft displacement 
in each direction may thus be obtained. If the. needle would be in 
the fabric for a total time of T radians of input link rotation per 
orbit, and if T 771, the weft displacements during the time intervals 
(t , t +T-"rr) and (t -T+lI, t ) are examined to determine whether the p p w w . 
maximum cross-sectional areas of both needles would be in the fabric 
simul taneously. 
FIGURE 37 T1eterrnimi. tion of linkage a~ ,justments"o 
E 
A. Q ~<\ 
position of 
fabric axis 
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The needle orbit analysis thus predicts the performance of each 
linkage adjustment by testing whether the important stitch 
formation conditions would be satisfied. 
4.3.2 DETERMINATION OF LDlKAGE ADJUSTMENTS. 
The purpose of the linkage adjustment is to enable different 
base fabric velocities to be used with the same input link 
angular velocity without excessive weft displacement. The ratio 
of the base fabric velocity to the input link angular velocity 
determines the stitch pitch. Linkage adjustments may therefore be 
evaluated by a combination of stitch pitch and fabric distortion, 
and it is these attributes which are used for a preliminary 
selection of possible adjustments. 
The first stage in the determination of linkage adjustments 
is to find the range of lengths of the frame link OQ, figure 31, 
for which the linkage would be completely movable, (see sUb-section 
4.2.4). This range of possible values is then divided into a set of 
trial link lengths. 
'£he centre of the circle on which all the adjusted positions 
of the pivot Q must lie is found by analysis of the linkage in the 
penetration position,Csee sub-section 4.2.3). The angle of 
inclination of the input link at the penetration position ia given, 
having already been found by analyais of the linkage in its 
parallel-motion form. 
For each trial length of the frame link OQ, the adjusted 
position of the pivot Q lying on the circle, centre D, radius 12, 
figure 31, is found. The adjusted linkage is then analysed to 
determine the co-ordinates of points on its orbit for which the 
needle would be in the fabric. This enables the best ratio v/w of 
fabric linear velocity v to input link angular velocity w to be 
calculated, (see sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). The units of v/ware 
(95) 
FIGURE 38 Definition of parallel motion linkage parameters. 
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metres per radian, and the number of stitches per metre which 
would result from this velocity ratio is given by: 
Number of stitches per metre = ••••••••••• (4~21) 
FOr each trial length of the lilL~ OQ, the number of stitches 
per metre and the maximum expected base fabric distortion are 
determined. There is therefore a range of possible stitch pitch 
. settings for each linkage. Each adjustment is then tested separately 
by the methoc. described in sub-seotion 4. :;;.1, to determine 
whether the setting would meet the requirements for producing a 
satisfactory stitch. 
4.3.3 THE: SYNTHESISZD PARALLEL ~.IOTICN LDlKAGES. 
It is possible to define two usable linkages corresponding to 
each synthesised four bar linkage, as described in sections 2.2 and 
2.3. There are thus 28 parallel motion linkages corresponding to 
the 14 four bar linkages described in Appendix H. For the 
purpose of linkage analysis each linkage is defined by nine 
fixed lengths (10,11, ... ,18, figure 38), four fixed angles, 
(a1,a2,a:;;,a4, figure 38), and two sign parameters, as defined in 
Appendix J. The length la and the angle a3 are changed to give the 
necessary stitch pitch adjustment. 
An additional parameter a5 is introduced for the purpose of 
the needle orbit analysis. The angle a5 defines the inclination of 
the needle axis to the link 16, as shown in figure 38. 
In order to give a more useful definition of the. linkage 
for practical purposes, the co-ordinates of each pivot when the 
linkage is in the penetration position will also be given. 
· . 
FIGURE 39 Excessive needle orbit change as a result of adjustment. 
Fabric axis 
Curve 1 
Curve 2 
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FIGURE 40 Relative positions of Left and Right-hand needle orbits. 
(a) Correct relative positions 
Fabric axis 
Left-hand needle orbit Riffht-hand needle orbit 
of left-hand 
needle 
(b) Incorrect relative positions: loop transfer will not 
take place 
4.3.4 RAN"GE OF STITCH PITCHES. 
The range of stitch pitches obtainable with a particular 
linkage depends mainly on how much the linkage may be adjusted· 
before the needle orbit changes substantially. An example of 
excessive needle orbit change is shown in figure 39, which 
shows the orbits produced by adjustments to a parallei motion 
linkage derived from linkage 4, Appendix H. Curve 1 of figure 
39 shows an orbit which is inclined at too small an angle to 
the fabric axis. FUrthermore, the position of curve 1 relative 
to the fabric axis is such that there is inSUfficient overlap 
of the left hand needle orbit and the right hand needle orbit. 
The result of insufficient orbit overlap may be seen more clearly 
by reference to figure 40. At (a) in figure 40 a correctly positioned 
pair of needle orbits is shown. It can be seen that at the time 
when the loop transfer takes place the right hand needle N2 is 
about to pass behind the eye of the left hand needle N1, causing 
an effective loop transfer to take place. At (b) in figure 40 
the needle orbits are not correctly positioned relatively to 
each other: there is insufficient overlap. The result is that the 
right hand needle N2 passes in front of the eye of the left 
hand needle N1, i.e. between the eye and the tip of needle N1, 
and the loop transfer does not take place. 
This situation could be remedied for curve 1 of figure 39 
by redefining the position of the penetration point. It would 
then be necessary to rotate curve 2 so that curve 2 would intersect 
curve 1 at the new penetration point, since each curve is required 
to pass through a common penetration point. This could have the 
effect of making the extreme return point of curve 2 SO close to 
(100) 
the fabrio that the needles would not be clear of the loopers 
during the looper motion. Thus the improvement to one stitoh 
pitch setting is only aChieved at the expense of another stitoh 
pitoh setting. 
In extreme cases of excessive orbit change oaused by 
adjustment to the linkage, the resulting orbits will be of a 
oompletely different shape from the required oval-shaped curve. 
The effect of badly shapeu needle orbits will be exoessive weft 
displaoement and failure to meet the loop transfer or looper 
clearance conditions, (sub-sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5). 
For most of the linkages tested the range of available stitch 
pitches was limited to less than the required range by the shape 
or relative positions of the needle orbits produced by the 
possible adjustments. In some cases the range oould be extended by 
deviating slightly from the caloulated ideal ratio of base fabrio 
velocity to input link velocity. Although this has the effeot of 
increasing the possible weft displacement, the increase was usually 
within practically aooeptable limits, i.e. the total weft displacement 
in either direction was not more than twice the needle thickness. 
The range ofstitoh pitches oan also be extended by altering 
the length of the parallel motion link 16, figure 38. The effect of 
ohanging this length is to cause the exaot parallel motion to oocur 
at a different setting of the l~ngth la of the base link, (see 
sub-seotion 4.2.2). The limit of possible adjustment to 16 is 
determined by the limit of adjustment to 18, since if the length 
16 is suoh that parallel motion may not ooour at any permissable 
setting of IS' the input link of the linkage may not be able to 
make a complete revolution, (see sub-seotion 4.2.4). 
(101) 
TABLE 4 Adjustments to linkage 15 
Weft displacement analysis 
co-ordinates of pivot Q. Number of Maximum wert .. Maximum weft 
stitches displacement displacement 
x y per metre by upper by lower 
needle edge needle edge 
-67-00 25-33 560 1-63 mm 0-70 mm 
-67-00 25-33 376 1-1) mm 1-04 mm 
-67-25 25-38 321 .1-32 mm 1-20 JllIIl 
-67-76 25-47 263 1-80 JllIIl 1-63 mm 
Loop transfer results 
Co-ordinates of pivot Q, Time of loop Distance from 
transfer * needle tip to 
x Y pick-up point 
-67-00 25-33 2_889 rad 7-52 mm 
-67-25 25-38 2-749 rad 7-71 mm 
-67-76 25'47 2-750 rad 7-51 mm 
* Time is measured in radians of input link rotation from the 
penetration position_ 
start of looper motion (t1) = 4-43 rad. 
Intersection of looper with needle plane (t2) = 5.09 rad_ 
111d of looper motion (t3) = 5,41 rad_ 
( 102) 
TABLE 5 Parameters of linkage 15. 
10 ~ 5'34 mm 
11 = 73·15 mm 
12 ~ 10·83 mm 
.1
3 
= 114·27 mm 
14 = 6'44 mm 
15 ~ 16'92 mm 
16 ~ 111'76 mm 
1_( = 238'76 mm 
a1 = 1'566 rad 
a2 = 0'881 rad 
a4 = -3.300 rad 
a5 = 2'360 rad 
Gense of input link drive: anticlockwise. 
Co-ordinates of all pivots in the penetration position: 
0: (0'0,0'0) A: (-6'33,-1·15) 
B: (3. 88 ,-14.64) C: (-93·14,-70'14) 
D: (-69'42,14'77) E: (0'93.-5'26) 
N: (227';:3,6'97) Q.: (-67'00,25'23) 
(103) 
4.3.5 PRACTICAL Lnr.cAGE ADJUSTMENTS. 
The given set of linkage adjustments, table 4, is a set of 
adjustments to linkage 15, a parallel-motion linkage derived from 
linkage 2, Appendix H. The parameters of linkage 15 are given in 
table 5. Although there are only three adjustments there are 
four given stitch pitch settings, the first of which, 560 stitches 
per metre, being obtained by deviating from the given ideal 
ratio of input link angular velocity to base fabric linear velocity. 
The adjustment analysis, table 4, given the number of stitches 
per metre, the expected weft distortion caused by the upper edge of 
the needle, the expected weft distortion caused by the lower edge 
of the needle, and the distance from the needle tip to the point 
where the loop transfer takes place, for each setting. Also given 
are the times at .. hich loop transfer and withdrawal take place, 
the time being measured in radians of input link rotation from the 
penetration position. In addition the adjustment analysis provides 
an outline definition of a suitable looper motion for use with the 
linkage and its adjusted variants. The lateral loop er motion may 
commence at any time after the needle input link has rotated t1 
radians from its penetration position, and before it has rotated 
t3 radians. The looper may intersect the plane of the needle orbit 
at any time between t2 and t3 radians of input link rotation from 
the penetration position, figure 41. The looper should then dwell 
in the space between adjacent needles on the multi-needle bank 
for the time interval between t3 and t1+2n radians of input link 
rotation from the penetration position, commencing its return 
motion after t 1+ 2rr and before t3 + 2~ .The looper may intersect 
(101\ ) 
FIGURE 41 F.x~~nle of possibla looper motion. 
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the plane of the needle motion at any time between t2 + 2rr and 
t3 + 2nradians, the return motion being completed at t3 + 2n-
radians. The looper motion may take any convenient form if 
these conditions are met. An example of a suitable form of 
looper motion is given in figure 41. 
The values of t1 ,t2 ,and t3 for linkage 15 allow sufficient 
time for the looper motion to take place for the maximum required 
pile height of 5 mm • The range of stitch pitches obtainable with 
this linkage is slightly smaller than the range obtainable with 
the LOCSTITCH cam mechanism. However, the maximum stitch pitch 
of 263 stitches per metre should give a sufficiently large stitch 
for most practical purposes, particularly as the LOCSTITCH maximum 
stitch pitch of 240 stitches per metre is considered the least 
useful setting in practice. 
Some adjustments to the other synthesised linkages are given 
in Appendix. L. It is possible that better sets of adjustments could 
be found for some of the other linkages, however due to insufficient 
time no further search has been made. Further stitch pitch settings 
within the range 263-560 stitches per metre could be specified, 
if necessary, for linkage 15. 
Figure 42 shows the shape of the needle orbits producea. by 
the maximum stitch pitch setting and the minimum stitch pitch 
setting of linkage 15. Figure 43 shows the displacement of the 
upper needle edge, the lower needle edge, and the fabric for the 
pitch setting of 376 stitches per metre. Figure 43 is drawn at 
ten times actual size, and thus gives some indication of the 
size of the expected weft distortion. 
(106) 
FIGURE 42 Maximum and minimum stitch pitchorbit~ for linkage 15 
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FIGURE 43 Weft nistortion for linkage 15~ 
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\ Displacement of fabric 
Time 
\ 
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5. THE SYNTHESISED LTh1CAGE AS A PRACTICAL MACHINE SUll-ASSEM:BLY. 
The results obtained from the theoretical analysis described 
in chapter 4 indicate that the proposed six-bar linkage would 
generate a suitable motion for needle actuation on the pile 
fabric machine. In all the theoretical analysis an idealised 
mathematical model has been used, it has been assumed that all 
the links are rigid, that they are exactly the required length, 
and that the pivot clearances may be neglected. 
In order to demonstrate that linkages of this type.will 
operate in a more realistic Situation, a kinematic model of the 
proposed needle actuating linkage has been designed and built. 
Although this model does not show how accurately the generated 
motion reproduces the theoJ:'etical re suI ts, it does demonstrate the 
needle interactions, the orbit shape and timing, and the approximate 
parallel motion property. 
A dynamic analysis of Olle of the synthesised linkages has 
been the subject of an undergraduate project by A.C. White (28). 
For a typical input link velocity of 750 r.p.m, White found 
maxinlUlll accelerations of 85.7 m/sec2, and 55.3 m/se</ in the parallel 
motion link :BCN, figure 44, and a maximum acceleration of 48.8 m/sec2 
for linkDCE, figure 44. The maximum accelerations of all the 
other links in the linkage analysed by White were found to be 
negligible compared with the accelerations of links :BeN and DeE. 
Accelerations of this magnitude should not give rise to unduly 
large forces, and it is therefore likely that a practical linkage 
would function satisfactorily as a machine sub-assembly. 
( 109) 
FIGURE 44 Linkage 15 
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FIGURE 46 Part of kinematic mODel assembly. 
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5.1 THE DESIGN OF A KINffi{~TIC MODEL. 
The design of a kinematic model of one of the proposed 
linkages shows one way in which the problem of interference 
between small links can be overcome. The model is a full size 
version of linkage 15, which is derived from linkage 2, Appendix H, 
The linkage is shown in figure 44. 
The small input link OAD does not give rise to any production 
difficulties, as the pivots A and D may be replaced by eccentrics, 
allowing the input shaft through 0 to be continuous, figure 45. 
The two eccentrics, 1 and 2 of figure 45, are in different planes, 
thus preventing any interference between the links BCN and CDR, 
figure 44. 
The pivot B is too near the centre 0 to enable a continuous 
input shaft to be used, unless the link AB is also replaced by an 
eccentric. The resulting arrangement of links OA, (1), and AB, 
(3), is shown in figure 46 •. The link CD was also replaced by an 
eccentric in the kinematic model. The remaining links were 
constructed in the normal way. Figure 47. is a photograph of the 
kinematic model. 
The kinematic model demonstrates tl,e main features of the 
motion and shows that it is possible to build a working linkage 
of the proposed type. Being a full size model, it also demonstrates 
the spatial requirements of the mechanism. 
The arrangement of the eccentrics in the kinematic model is not 
the only possible arrangement. If it is required to reduce the 
radius of the eccentric AB (3 in figure 46) this may ba achieved 
by replacing the input eccentric OA (1 in figure 46) by a crank. 
( 113) 
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The resulting arrangement, which is sho~n in figure 48, should 
reduce the friction at the contact surfaces between the link AB 
(3) and the adjacent links OA, (1), and BeN, (4), while still 
allowing an unbroken input shaft to be used. 
5.2 COMPARISON OF CAM SYSTEM WITH LINKAGE SYSTEM. 
Figure 50 is a sketch of the LOCSTITCH cam system for 
actuating the right hand needle bank, and figure 49 shows the 
proposed linkage, drawn to the same scale. Figure 49 shows only 
the relevant centres and the relationship between them, since a 
final design of a balanced. version of the linkage has not been 
produced. 
A comparison of figure 49 with figure 50 shows that the 
proposed linlcage occupies approximately the same area as the cam 
system, but the linkage is more compact. 
As mentioned in sub-section 4.2.3, the adjusted pOSitions of 
the pivot Q lie on a ciroular aro. This makes the adjustment 
particularly simple. A remote adjustment facility may be provided 
by allowing the pivot Q to be located on a link, pivoted to the 
referenoe plane at the centre of the circular arc, which can be 
fixed in different positions corresponding to the adjusted positions 
of Q. The cam system does not have any remote adjustment facility 
since the adjustment is made by disconnecting two movable links 
and then reconnecting them, The adjustable links in the cam system 
are shown in figure 50. In this respect the linkage system has a 
definite practical advantage over the cam system. 
( 116) 
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FIGURE 49 The proposed linkage. 
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FIGURE 50 The LOCSTITGH cam mechanism 
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5.3 CONCLUSION.· 
A suitable linkage for the needle actuation of the unconventional 
pile fabric machine has been synthesised. Theoretical analysis has 
shown that the linkage would generate a suitable needle motion and 
provide a stitch pitch variation facility. 
A kinematic model of the proposed linkage has been built, and 
the model demcnstrates that the required motion can be generated 
practically. 
The proposed linkage mechanism is considered to be better than 
the existing cam mechanism since, in addition to the inherent 
advantages of linkages over cam mechanisms, (see section 1.2.2), 
the proposed linkage can have a remote adjustment facility to provide 
the required stitch pitch variation. A remote adjustment facility 
should increase the ease and safety of adjustment, and might permit 
the adjustment to be made during operation of the machine. 
----------------------~ 
6 GENERAL CONCLU3IONG AND SUGGESTION3 FOR FURT'rlER WORK. 
The main object of this research has been to synthesise 
a linkage for the needle actuation of an unconventional pile 
fabric machine, and this obje.ct has been achieved. 
It has been necessary to study methods of synthesis of 
four-bar path-generating linkages in which the motion of the 
linkage coupler is as close as possible to a given motion. The 
structural error of a linkage has been generally defined (12) as 
the difference between the desired motion and the generated motion. 
fillere the linkage is required to generate a path, a widely 
differing set of specific structural error definitions has arisen, 
Many of these specific definitions have weaknesses in that they 
may not exist for all parts of· the path, or if they refer to 
discrete points on the path they may not measure the error at the 
intermediate points. A structural error function representing the 
approximate area between the desired path and the generated path 
has been defined by the author. This error function exists for 
all points on the path, is simple to compute, and can be used when 
the desired path specification consists of a set of discrete points. 
Using both the new approximate area structural error function 
and a more conventional structural error function representing. the 
maximum distance between the paths, a combination of standard 
precision synthesis and optimisation methods were used in an attempt 
to find the linkage with minimum struotural error. This method was 
found to be most successful when used to improve the best linkage 
found by a random method of relocating the precision pOints, and in 
this form was better than a modification of Freudenstein's standard 
procedure for relocating the precision points for function generating 
link (12) ages. • 
(120) 
For future work it would be useful to determine how many 
random relocations would be required to. be reasonably sure of 
obtaining a good linkage. ~ith this information it would be 
possible to improve the efficiency of the general method and 
to predict the existence of linkages to generate any given 
desired motion. Another item of interest for future work would 
be to determine the most efficient optimisation method for 
relocating the precision points. For cases in.which the desired 
motion consists of an important part of the path and a part 
which is considered less important a weighted structural error 
function could be used. The formation of weighted structural error 
functions of the approximate area type could be another item 
for further research. 
A needle orbit analysis method fcr '.he unconventional pile 
fabric process has been derived. This method enables the user to 
prbdict whether a particular mechanism will generate a suitable 
needle motion. Using this method, adj~stments to some of the 
linkages fo;,: variation of the stitch pitch waN ksted. Since 
it was not possible, in the time available, to investigate all 
the l~ages found by the aynthesis method it is quite likely that 
other linkage adjustments could be found, utilising the needle 
orbit analysis method. If the proposed linkage found here proved 
to be unsatisfactory in future development stages it would be 
easy to investigate. alternative linkage adjustments. 
The linkage analysis method incorporated in the needle 
orbit analysis could have wider applications. Although there are 
many existing methods for analysis of six bar linkages, these 
(121) 
methods do not always' take account of the various ambiguities 
that may arise as aresul t of the different ways "in which the 
linkage may be a~sembled. TIhere it is possible to detect and 
eliminate an ambiguity' of position this should be done. In 
cases in which it is impossible to remove the ambiguity, this 
may indicate that the linkage motion itself is unpredictable, 
as it would b~ for· four of the six possible cognate parall~l 
mo.tion linkages, (see section 2.}). The detection of an ambiguity 
of position in the analysis of a linkage could, therefore, indicate 
the possible performance of the linkage. For all the linkages 
analysed in this work it was possible to remove ambiguities of 
position by definition of sign parameters. 
Future work relating to the unconventional pile fabric process 
should be d continuation of the dynamic analysis started by White(23) 
with a view to achieving a satisfactory engineering design for a 
correctly balanced linkage mechanism. It is hoped that this will 
eventually lead to the manufacture of a practical machine sub-assembly 
to replace the existing crun mechanism. 
(122) 
APPENDIX A DEFINITION OF NEEDLE POINT MOTION. 
(i) LOCSTITCH cam eguations. 
The motion is split into two components: Primary Displacement 
along the needle axis and Secondary Displacement perpendicular 
to the needle axis. Each component is defined with respect to 
time, t radians. 
Primary Displacement Equations. 
o < t '" 2.356 (parabolic motion) I 
(
2' 
x .. 1.03 1 - 2 (t+2.845) ) - 0.235 
5.201 
2.356 <t~4.625 (cycloidal motion) I 
x" 0.795 (1 - (t-2.356 - 1 
\ '\ 2.269 211" 
4.625 < t s; 6.039 (parabolic motion) : 
x .. 1.12(t-4.62~)2 ) 
, (2.827 .(2.827) 
6.039 < t 1S 211" (parabolic motion) 
sin 2lt(t-2.356»))' 
2.268 
x .. 1.03 (1 - 2 (1-Ct-3.438)) 2) _ 0.235 
5.201 
, Secondary displacement equations. 
0< t "'11 (linear motion) : 
y .. 0.026.t + 0.007 
11 <. t ~ 4.145 (cycloidal motion) : 
y .. 0.15 - 0.064 (1 - (t-2.947 
1.198 
4.145 < t '0 5.890 (cycloidal motion) : 
- 1 sin 2rr(t-2.947))) 
21<" 1.198 
y .. 0.15 (1-(t-4.145 -1 sin 2I1"Ct-4.145))) 
1.745 2n 1.745 
5.890 < t '" 2n (parabolic motion) : 
y .. 0.028, (t-5.890 ) 2 
0.785 
( 123) 
(ii) Discrete points defining a new needle orbit. 
The co-ordinates (xi'Yi) correspond to sixteen eqUal time intervals, 
spanning one complete needle orbit. The points are defined so 
that one unit represents one mm. 
point number x Y 
1 3.124 0,102 
2 5.842 0.203 
3 1.925 0.305 
4 9.449 0.406 
5 10.312 0.508 
6 10~668 0.660 
7 10.008 0.838 
8 6.096 1.143 
9 -1.194 1.549 
10 -8.001 2.159 
11 -10.312 2.337 
12 -10.312 2.083 
13 -9.119 1.422 
14 -7.214 0.610 
15 -3.886 0.025 
16 0.0 0.0 
Graphs showing the shape of both forms of given path are included 
in section 3.3.4. 
FIGURE 21 The Roberts-Chebyc~ev system. 
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FIGURE 52 The derived parallel motion linka(l'e. 
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APPENDIX B PROOF THAT THE MINllJIUM ANGLE B1"l'WEEN THE PARALLEL 
MOTION LINK OF A PARALLEL MOTION LINKAGE A..1ID THE ADJACENT LINK 
IS EQUAL TO THE JUNIMU'.! ANGLE BET':IEEN THE CORRESPONDING ]lASE 
LINK AND THE ROCKER LINK~ 
Relevant sections : 2.~. 
Proof: The parallel motion six bar linkage is derived from the 
Roberts-Chebychev cognate system, figure 51 " by moving the frame 
pivot ° until it corresponds with 0 • keeping the angle between 0aA and 
c a 
C10 e constant, figure 52 • 
The distance MM' represents the displacement of M when 0 is 
~ c 
moved to Ca' The link MM' is, therefore, equal and parallel to 0aOc' 
and the points ° 0 MM' form a parallelogram throughout the motion. 
a c 
The angle between C1M' and MM' is, therefore, equal to the angle 
between C1M' and 0aOo throughout the motion. From figure 51 , it can 
be seen that this angle is also equal to , the angle between 0bB and 
°bOa' 
APPENDIX C PROOFS THAT THERE ARE TWO DISTINCT WAYS OF ASSEMBLING 
A ClWf:(-Al."lD-ROCKER LIlf£AGE, AND THAT THE ANGLE BET'IIEEN THE LINE 
JOINING THE FIXED CENTRES AND THE OSCILLATING LINK IS NEVER ZERO. 
Relevant sections:2.~,~.2.5. 
Figure 53 and figure 54 shmv two positions of the crank-and-:~~eker 
linkage OAnQ in which OA is the input link and QB is the oscillating 
link. These positions correspond to two distinct ways of assembling 
the linkage if it is impossible to move from the position of 
figure 53 to the position of figure 54 without disconnecting the links. 
If it is possible to move from the position of figure 53 to 
the position,of figure 54 without disconnecting the links there must 
(126) 
FIGURE 53 ~ four-bar liwcaee 
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llGURE 54 An al terna tive way of assembling ~'1e linkage of 
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FIGURE 56 Pivot n of the linkage located on the line OQ. beyond pivot 0 
FIGURE 57 Pivot B of the linkage located on the line OQ, beyond pivot~ 
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be a position of the linkage in which the pivots B,O and Q lie 
on a straight line, figures 55 and56 • Let the length OA be a, OQ be b, 
QB be c and BA be d. If c < b, the pivot B will lie between 0 and Q 
and if c > b tile pivot B. will lie beyond 0, figures 55 and 56 
respectively. Sinoe the linkage has a crank-and-rockeraction the 
lengths a,b,c,d satisfy the inequalities: 
a+b<o+d 
a+c<d+b 
a+d<b+o 
a .::: min(b,o,d) 
For the case 0 < b shown in figure55: 
From triangle OAB, b-ota > d, 
i.e. a + b > 0 + d 
but this is Jl,ot true for a crank-and-r!loker linkage. 
For the case c 7 b shown in figure 56: 
From triangle OAB, ·o-bta";> d, 
i.e. a + c ';> b + d 
but this is not true for a crank-and-rooker linkage. 
The third case shown in figure 57 is not possible either, sinoe 
this would imply that a + d > b + 0 • 
The pivot B may never lie on the line through ° and Q if the. 
linkage has a orank-and-rooker action I , this implies that the angle 
OQB is never zero or1l radians, and that the positions shown in 
figure 53 and figure 54· correspond to distinct ways of assembling 
the linkage. 
(129) 
FIGURE 58 THE AREA OF A <l,UAJlRILA.TERAL. 
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APPENDIX D EX?RESSION FOR 'l'lIE ,AREA OF A qUADlUUTERAL. 
Relevant seotion: 3.2.1. 
The quadrilateral ABDC has vertices at A:(Pi,qi)' B:(Pi+1,Qi+1) 
·C.(ri,si)' and n:(ri +1,si+1)' figure 58. Let the sides AB and AC 
be represented by vectors! and :!!: respectivd;y. Let the magnitudes 
of ! and ~ be w and u, and let the angle LOAB be G. 
The quadrilateral may be divided into two triangles by jOining 
B and C, figure 58. The area, E, of triangle ABC may be expressed 
in terms of the vector product of ! and :!!: • 
•.•••.••••.••.••••••..••••••••.• (D.1) 
If ..i and ~ are defined as unit vectors in the co-ordinate directions 
Ox and Cy respectively: 
VI = (Pi+1-Pi)'..i + (Qi+1-<ii).k •••••••••••••••• (D.2) 
If ~ is defined as a unit vector in a direction mutually perpen&icular 
to ..i and ~. 
UA VI = «Pi 1-P.).(s.-q.) - (qi 1-Qi)·(r.-p.».n •• (D.4) 
-- + 1. 1.1. + 1.1.-
Therefore: 
E =.~ I(p. 1-P.).(s.-q.) - (q. 1-Qi).(r.-p.) / ..... (D.5) u 1. 1. 1. H 1. 1. 
A similar expression may be obtained for the area of triangle BCD. 
The area Q of the quadrilateral is the s~~ of the component areas. 
Q = k I (Pi+1-Pi)·(si-Qi) - (Qi+1-Qi)·(ri - Pi) I 
+~ /(Pi+1-ri+1)·(si-si+1)-Cri+,-ri)·(si+,-Qi+1)! 
(131 ) 
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APPENDIX E 'l'HE CONDITION FOR THE TliO PATH COGNATES 'ro A 
SYN'I'n:E3ISED LDf,cAGE TO HA YE A CRANK AND ROCKI:R ACTION, 
Relevant section: ,,2,3, 
Let QOPRS be the synthesised linkage, and let the length of OQ 
be 11, OP be 12'PS be 13, SR be 14' RQ be 15 and PR.be 16,figure 
59, 
The first cognate is the linkage OTSUV and the second 
cognate is the linkage VWSXQ, Let the lengths of the links of· 
the cognates be as shown in figure 59. The condition for the first 
cognate to have a crank-and-rocker action is: 
The condition for the second cognate to have a crank-and-rocker 
action is: 
The lengths h1,h2,h3,h4,k1,k2,k3,k4 are related to the lengths of 
the synthesised linkage as follows: 
h1 = 13 
h2 = l2,Li16 
h, = 15,1/16 
h4 .. 11,1/16 
k1 .. 14 
k2 
-
15,li16 
k3 .. 12·1i 16 
k4 .. 11,1/16 . 
The sufficient condition for both cognates to have a crank-and-rocker 
action is: 
(133) 
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APPENDIX F DETERMI1VATIOI~ OF APPROXIMATIONS TO ALL THE REAL 
SOLUTIONS OF T,m SI1!ULT.A:~OU3 Q,UAllRATIC EQUA'.I'IONS. 
Relevant section: ,.2.4. 
The equations have the general form: 
2 
= A1x + E1JCY + 
2 C1y + D1X + E1y + F1=O ~ •••••••••• (F.1) 
2 
Q A2x + E2JCY + 
2 C2y + D2x + E2y + F2=O ..•••.••••• (F.2) 
These equations represent conic sections. There may be zero. 
two or four real points of intersec~ion of G1=O and G2=O 
representing solutions to the simultaneous equations. In order to 
numerically determine all the real points of intersection it is 
necessary to find approximations to them. 
If there are two points (P.q) and (u,v) on G1(x,y)=O such that: 
G2 (p,q).G2 .<u,v) ..:: 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• (F.3) 
there is a point of intersection of G1=O and G2=O between (p,q) 
and (u,v) ,figure 60. The points of intersection of G1=O and G2=O 
may thus be detected by taking a set of points (Pi'qi),i=1,2, •••• n 
on G1=O and testing the sign of G2 at adjacent points. 
In order that each intersection may be d~tected once only it 
is necessary to order, the set (Pi,qi).i=1,2, ••• ,n. If G1(x,y)=0 
is expressed in terms of polar co-ordinates (r,G), the points 
(Pi=ricosGi • qi=risinQi) may be ordered by ascending values of G, 
as shown in figure 61. This will produce the desired effect. but 
only if there is a unique value of r i on G1=O corresponding to each 
value of G •• This may not be assumed to be true in general, however 
l. 
a fUnction for which this is true may be formed by a combination 
of G1 and G2 as follows: 
G,(x,y) is defined by: 
G3(x,y) = B2.G1(x,y) - B1.G2(x,y) •••••••••••••• (F.4) 
(134) 
FIGURE 60 The intersection of two curves. 
(u,v) 
FIGURE 61 The ordering of test ])oints on a conic' s'ection. 
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Let. 
Then: 
L = B2,A1-B1,A2 
M = 132.°1-131.°2 
3 ~ Jl2.E1-:B1.r;2 
. T '" :i32.F1-B1.F2 
2 2 G3(x,y) = Lx + My +Nx + Sy + T 
G3(x.y) = 0 passes through all the intersections of G,(x.y)=O 
and G2(X.y)=0 • If L;tO and Ifclo. G3(x.y) may be expressed in the form: 
If r.ces Q = x + N 
2L 
and r.sin Q '" Y + S 
2M 
. . 2 
( y + S \ + 111 2M l-.. ~ .. 0 
there will be a unique positive value of r on G3=0 corresponding 
to each value of ~ ana the points (Pi. qi).i=1,2, •••• n. on G3(P.q)=0 
may thus b" o:i:dered by ascending values of 9, as shown in figure 61. 
If either L=O or M ..O in G3(x,y), the clU've <!3(X'y)=O is a parabola. 
If L=O ,.Mfo, N~O: 
G3(x,y) = !~l + Nx + 3y + T 
In this case define • 
r.cos Q = x + T - 32 
N 41vI1~ 
r.sin Q '" Y + Q 
211 
Once again, there will be a unique positive value of r corresponding 
to each value of Q. A similar situation arises if M=O, LfP, 3fO. 
( 136) 
If L=:.I=O,. G3 is a straight line and the inters.ecticns can be found 
immediately. If L=N=O or if M=8=0 ,G3 is an equation in one variable 
and once again the intersecticnscan be found immediately. 
If an intersection of G3=O and G2=O is detected between the 
points (Pi,qi) and (Pi+1,qi+1) by application of condition (F.3)' 
either of the points (p, ,q.) or (p. 1·,q. 1) may be taken as a rough 
~ ~ .~+ ~+ 
approximation to the position of the intersection of 01=0 and G2=0. 
However if the value of either 01 or 02 is not sufficiently small, 
e.g. greater than 0'01, at the estimate, the Newton-Raphson method 
used to accurately determine the pos1 tion of the intersection may 
fail. In this case the approximate solution may be improved by , 
interpolation between the points (Pi,qi) and (Pi+1,qi+1) before 
applying the Uewton-Raphson method. 
.. 
(137). 
! 
FIGURE 62 Cognate system for linkage analysis. 
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APPENDIX G DERIVATION AND ANALYSIS OF POUR EAR LIN'"£AGES FRO~l 
TH'Ji: SYN'l'HESISBD CO-ORDINATES OF Tlf~ CENTRg POINTS AND THE 
CIRCLE POINTS. 
Relevant sections: 3.2.5 • 
. (i) DERIVATION. 
Given the co-ordinates of the circle pOints,(x.,y.),i=1,2, and 
~ ~ 
the centre pOints, (a.,b.),i=1,2 of the synthesised linkage it 
~ ~ 
is required to find a set of parameters which completely defines. 
one of the cognate linkages, and can be used to analyse this 
linkage. 
In addition to the link lengths 10,11,12,1, and b, and .the 
fixed angles ~ and ~ ,a sign parameter is defined which determines 
the position of the rocker link with respect to the base link, 
figure 62. The importance of the sign parameter is in removing the 
ambiguity of position which would otherwise exist,(see also Appendix 
C). The sign parameter S will be determined by the angle ", 
measured from the.base link to the rocker link, figure 62. If 
this angle is positive, i.e. anticlockwise sense of rotation, the 
parameter S will be given the value 1'0. If this angle is negative, 
the par~~eter S will be given the value -1'0. Thus for the case 
shown in figure 62 the parameter S would be given the value 1'0. 
The link lengths are found as follows I 
Z = «X2-x1)2 + (Y2-Y1)2)i 
( 2 2)~ 10 = x1 +Y1 
13 = «x1-a1)2 + (Y1-b1)2)t 
W = «x2-a2)2 + (Y2-b2)2)i 
(139) 
11 = 13,lolZ 
12 m w.lO/z 
b = v.1O/z 
. The angles ~ and ~ are found as follows: 
A = 
-1 tan -1 -tan 
The angles are in the range (-~,~) and the usual convention is used 
for tan-1 (c/d) , i.e: 
If c<O and d<;O 
-1 (c/d) is in the range (-1f, -11/2) tan ; 
If c<O and 0.>0 ta.n
1 (c/d) is in the range (-11/2,0); 
If c>O and d 70 
... 1 
tan (c/d) is in the range (0, rr/2); 
If c>O and d<O. -1 tan (c/d) is in the range (rr/2, If). 
The angle () defining the sign parameter a is the difference between 
).and S • It may occur, however, that>' -5 does not give the required 
angle between the link 12 and the base link b. For example, if 
b = -511/6 and A= 511/6 the expression S - A gives -lo!i7'6, while 
the acute angle between )land & is t1f, In the range -IT ~ <:) ~ 1\ > <S" 
has the same sign as sin () and this fact can be used to remove the 
uncertainty : 
sin <5' = sin~. cos\-cosS • sinA 
These sines and cosines may be expressed in terms of the given 
1 ° 
- - - - ----~--:----- - -
FIGURE 63 Four-bar Linkage Analysis. 
, 
(141 ) 
centre points and circle points. The sign parameter S is thus 
given by: 
s = (02-Y2). (b2-b1) - (a2-x2). (a2-a1) 
!«b2- Y2)·(b2-b1) - (a2-x2 )·(a2-a1»1 
-------000-------
The analysis method for crank-and-rocker four-bar linkages must 
yield a unique coupler point corresponding to each input angle. 
In order that the analysis method can do this, it.is necessary to 
take account of the way in which the linkage ia assembled,(see 
Appendix C). The correct way to assemble the linkage has been 
determined and expressed in terms of a sign parameter S in section 
(i) of this Appendix. 
The analysis method utilises vector algebra. The link vectors 
are denoted by zo,g,g • .ll and ZB , and each link vector has a 
constant magnituo.e: 10,11,12,13 and b respectively, figure 63. 
If 90,91 , ••• 9b respectively represent the directions of the vectors 
then for'an input angle p • 
The values of the other angles may now be calculated, but first it 
is necessary to define a further vecto~ 1 with magnitude v and 
with an angle Qv representing the direction of 1. 
If 1 =,n - zo 
>e' -1 
..> == cos 
'Iba angle Q2 may be either '\ + 5 or Qv -:} • The sign parameter 
(142) 
S determines which value of 92 is correct: 
Let: t1 ~ sin(9v+'$).cos). - cos(9v+3).sinA 
t2 ~ sin(9 - S).cos A cos(9 + ).sin>' v v ' 
If " t 0. 1 ;> 0, B2 a B + S v 
If S.t2 ';> 0, 92 a B - '$ v 
It is then possible to find the value of 1U , and hence the 
co-ordinates (x,y) of the coupler point: 
Z1 = V - Z2 
- -
93 " B1 + '(f 
Let: B. " ~ + ~ 
Then: x~IB.1 cos BR + a1 
y "IB. I sin 9R + b1 
(143) 
APPENDIX H. SPECIFICATION OF SYNTHESISED LINKAGE PARAMETERS. 
Each synthesised linkage is defined by two circle points, 
(X1,Y1) and (X2.Y2) and two corresponding centre points, (A1,B1) 
and (A2,B2), figure 64. 
The co-ordinates X1,Y1,X2,Y2,A1,n1,A2,and B2 are given in 
Table 6. Each co-ordinate unit represents one mm • Each synthesised 
linkage is identified by a number, and this number is used to 
refer to the linkage whenever it is mentioned in the text. 
APPENDIX J DERIVATIOn AND ANALYSIS OF SIX BAR PARALLEL MOTION 
LINKAGES FROM TH]<; SYNTHESISED ~'OUR-BAR-LINKAGE PARAMETERS. 
(i) Derivation. 
The synthesised linkage OPDRS, figure 65, is defined by 
the' co-ordinates (x1'Y1),(x2'Y2),(a1,b1) and (a2,b2) of the 
pivots P.O.R.S respectively. measured from the origin which 
coincides with the pivot D. '!he synthesised linkage does not have 
a crank-and-rocker action. but the two path cognates to the 
synthesiseo. linkage do have a crank-and-rocker action. The two 
usable parallel motion linkages are derived from these path 
cognates. The linkages are defined by the constant lengths 
lO,l1 ••••• 16'b. the constant angles ~1'«2 and «3' and two sign 
parameters s.and s~; 
, .. 
The sign parameter Si defines on which side of the frame 
. link OQ, lies the pivot E. As proved in Appendix e, the pivot:El 
(144) 
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Table'6 Definition of synthesised four bar linkages 
CO-ORDINATE DISTANCES IN lIlln: 
LINKAGE 
Xl Yl X2 Y2 Al Bl 
IDENT_ 
1 5-752 1-872 -1-515 4-544 -5-031 14-113 
2 6-099 2-055 -1-679 5-069 -5'580 14'302 
3 5-478 2'570 -1-909 3-584 -5'931 13-149 
4 -3-438 2-383 2-569 -1'449 -10'541 24-841 
5 2-256 3- 310 6-612 -)'340 50'434 94-840 
6 2-282 3-274 6,665 -3-417 45'961 84-167 
7 2'257 3'261 6,692 -3'373 47'154 88'263 
8 2-229 -8-835 0'251 -1'041 9'047 5-142 
9 2-142 -9'159 0-334 -1'086 9'072 4-891 
10 2'818 4'041 5-485 -3'344 70-426 110-641 
11 5-656 -3-373 3-975 5-234 1-616 9'0,5 
12 2-049 -9-444 0- 315 -1'082 8'960 4,601 
13 2-132 -1'218 -3-391 -2-464 -46-385 ~143-182 
14 5-291 -5-066 2-337 0-001 -31-257 -29-559 
---000--- . 
A2 
84-930 
65-193 
110'225 
-33'973 
0-919 
0'994 
0'966 
7-132 
10-886 
2'014 
28'740 
20-488 
-9-743 
12-604 
FIGURE 64 llefini tion of linkage parameters for table 6 
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:B2 
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FIGUl{E 65 Derivation of the six-bar linkages •. 
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will always lie on the Dan,e side of the frame link. 'The sign , 
parameter s2 defines on which siae of the line m) lies the pivct 
C, figure 65(b).'The pivot C will ~lways lie on the same side 0; 
, 
tn" l:ille BD, since 15 + 16> 13 + 19, section 4.2.4. 
The parameters of ,th8 parGllel-motion linkages are found as 
follows: 
LINKAGE 1 
Let: 
Then: 
11 = 13·1o/w 
12 = 15·101w 
b = 16·101w 
0(1 = -1 tan 
-Y1 
-1 tan 
-Y2 
-x1 -"'2 
-1 Y2-'Y1 
"2= tan -1 
-Y1 
tan 
x2- x1 -x1 
""3 = tan-
1 b2- b1 
a2- a1 
,'The sign parameter s1 is found by a similar method to that used to 
(147) 
find the sign parameter for the analysis of the four bar lilli<.dge, 
see Appendix G. If t, is theangle between the positive x-axis and 
the link OQ, and t2 is the angle between the positive x-axis and 
the link EQ , the sign of s, is the same as the sign of the sine 
of angle t 2-t1 • 
sin (t2-t1) ~ sin t 2.C05 t1 - cos.t2·sin t1 
t," tan-'«b2-b,)/(a2-a,» - 0(2 
t2 ~ tan-'«b2- Y2)/(a2-x2 » - 0.(2 
Therefore: 
(b2- Y2)·(a2-a,) - (a2~x2)·(b2-b,) 
I (b2- Y2)' (a2-a1) - (a2-x2)·(b2-b,) I 
In order to find the value of the sign parameter 52' it is first 
necessary to find the co-ordinates of the pivots C,D and E, 
figure 65(b). For this purpose the. origin of co-ordinates for 
. figure 65(b) is taken as pivot O. Dy comparison with figure 65(a) 
the co-ordinates of E are (-x2'-Y2)' the co-ordinates of C are 
(-s2,-b2) and the co-ordinates of D are (-a,,-b1). 
If t3 is the angle between the positive x-axis and the link 
DD: 
tan t J ~ (Y2 - b1)/(x2 - a1) 
If t4 is the ~gle bet~een the positive x-axis and the link 
BC: 
tan t4 " (Y2 ~ b2)/(x2 - a2) 
The sign parameter s2 is found by a siinilar method to that used 
to find the sign parameter s,: 
s '= 2 
(Y2-b2).(x2-a,) - (x2-a,)·(y2-b,) 
(Y2-b2)·(x2-a,) - (x2-a,)·(y2-b,) I 
(148) 
Llh'KAGE 2 
W " «X2-X1)2 + 
. 2 ~ (Y2-Y1) ) 
2 2 ' 
10 " (x2 + Y2 )~ 
13 = «x2-a2)2 
( 2 ~ + Y2-02) ) 
2 2 ' 
14 .. (x1 + Y1 )1;; 
2 (Y1-b1)2)i 15 .. «x1-a1 ) + 
16 .. «a2-a1)2 + (b -b )2)t 2 1 
11 .... l3·10/w 
12 .. l5· l 0/W 
b .. 16.1a!w 
~1" tan-1 (-Y I-x ) 2 2 
~2 .. tan-1 (Y1-Y2)/(X1-x2») - tan-1 (-Y1/-x1) 
~ .. tan-1 (b1-b2)/(a1-a2) - 0(2 
. (b1-Y1).(a1-a.2) - (a1-x1)·(b1-b2) 
I (b1- Y1)·(a1-a2) - (a1-x1)·(b1-b2) I 
(Y1-b1).(x1-a2) - (x1-a1)'(Y1-b2) 
.1 (Y1-b1)·(x1-a2) - (x1-a1)·(y1-b2) I 
(ii) Analysis of the six bar linkage. 
The analysis method finds the co-ordinates of the coupler 
point N on the parallel-motion link DeN, figure 66, corresponding 
to the input angle p. The method also finds the corresponding 
( 149) 
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FIGURE 66 Analysis of the six-bar linkage. 
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directions of all the link vectors, thus enabling the co-ordinates 
of any point on the link to be calculated. 
The analysis is by vector algebra. 2ach link vector has 
constant magnitude. and it is thus necessary to find the direction 
only of each Ihllc vector correspcnding to the input angle rp. 
The link vectors will be denoted by ~. fi •...• ]1.e, as shown in 
figure 66(b). The magnitudes of 1£. ~, ••• will be given by the 
link lengths 10.11"" and the angles 90.9, •••• will represent 
the directions of ~. fi ..... _!. The vector e is a constant vector 
since it represents the location of the fixed pivots, For each 
input angle p , the direction GO of the input vector 20 is 
completely defined, i.e, 90 '" p. 
Let: R. s ~ - ~ 
The angle a-between R. and g is given by: 
cos cs D (i + 122- 11 2)/(2.P,12) 
The correct direction of Z2 may be either given by G +"; or by 
- - P 
9P - <> The sign-parameter s, is used to determine the direction 
of Z2: 
Let: u, =9+cr P 
u2 ",G-"-p 
v, = sin urcos Gb -
v2 = sin u2,cos '\ -
If v"s1 > 0. 92 '" Gp + rS 
If VZ.81 > 0, 92 a Gp - 6 
cos u,.sin 9b 
cos u2.sin 9b 
The vector Z2 is thus completely defined, and the analysis proceeds: 
fi '" R. - g 
93 = 9, + ~ 
Let: 2. '" ~+~ 
The angle t" between E. and ~ may now be found: 
(151) 
FIGUm~ 61 Calculation of the distance between the penetration 
point and. the curved edges of the needle_ 
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222 
cos fa (r + 15 - 16 )/(2.r.15) 
The angle e5 may now be found using the sign parameter s2: 
95 = er + s2' I"'-
The vector z6 may now be determined: 
z6 = ~-~ 
e7 = 9 6 + b 
This gives the co-ordinates (x,y) of the coupler point N: 
x = 14'cOS e4 + 15. c08 e5 + 17'cOS 97 
APPENDIX K CALCULATION OF 'L'I[~ DISTANC}j BET'NEEN THD PENDTRATION 
FeINT AND THE ClfRVl>1l b'DG}JS OF THZ NEEDLE. 
The curved edges of the needle have profiles which are 
circular arcs. The radius of each. circular arc is 31.75 mm , 
as shown in figure 67. It is first necessary to find the 
co-ordinates (a,b) and (c,d) of the centres of these circular 
arcs when the needle tip is at the pOint. (xn'Yn) and the needle 
axis is inclined at an angle e .. to the positive x-axis, figure 67. 
. n. . 
a = xn + 6.686.cos 9n - 31.0~8.sin en 
b a Yn + 6.686.sin en + 31.038.cos en 
c = x + 6.686.cos 9 + 31.038.sin en n n 
d = Yn + 6.686.sin 9n - ~1.0~8.cos en 
The intersection of the upper needle edge with the fabric axis is 
found by solving simultaneously the equations: 
x = x 
P 
222 (x-a) + (y-b) = 31.75 
( 153) 
The solutions are: 
X a Xp 
y = b + 
To determine the correct sign in the expression for y, consider 
the case when xn = xp • In this case the required value of y is 
Yn' The values of a and b will be: 
a = xp + 6.686.cos gn - 31.038.sin gn 
b = Yn + 6.686.sin gn + 31.038.c08 gn 
Substituting for a in the expression for y gives: 
2 2 ! y = b +_ (31.75 - (-6.686.cos g + 31.038.8in 9 ) ) 
, n n 
By expanding the tenn in the inner bracket and using the identity: 
cos
2 9 = 1 - sin2 g 
n n 
and also using the ,fact that: 
(from triangle NFO, figure 67), the expreasiou fv~ y b300mes: 
y = b + (6.686.sin ~ + 31.038. cos 9 ) 
- n n 
Clearly, the - sign is the correct sign in this case, and so: 
y = b - (31.752 - (xp _ a)2)~ 
The distance d
u 
between the penetration point and the point 
.. here the upper edge of the ne"';;'l,,, intersects the fabric'i" thall 
given by: 
d = Y - Y " b - y - (31.752 - (x _a)2)~ 
u p Pp. 
A similar method i& used to find the distance dl between the 
penetration point and the point where the lower edge of the needle 
intersects the fabric. The d.istance d1 is given by: 
22'<" d - y - (31.75 - (xp-c) )~ p 
(154) 
-------~---------- - ---------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
APPEwm:: 1 ADDITIONAL SIX EAR LDf£A.GE ADJUSTMF.NTS. 
Relevant section: 4.3.5. 
The lengths 11,12, ••• ,17, the angles a1,a2,a4,and as and 
the linkage pivots A,E,C,D,Q and N are defined in figure 38. 
In this section some additional linkages are defined. Linkage 
16 is derived from linkage 14, Appendix H, and linkage 17 is 
derived from linkage ), Appendix H. 
--000---
Parameters of linkage 17 
10 = 4.061 mm 
11 = 1~7.770 mm 
12 = 8.702 mm 
1) '" 252.959 mm 
14 '" 6.050 mm 
15 '" 15.977 mm 
16 = 249.682 mm 
17 '" 238.760 mm 
a1 '" 1.621 rad 
a2 '" 0.945 rad 
a4 '" 3.000 rad 
8 1 '" -1.0 
Sense of input link drive: anticlokwise. 
Co-ordinates of all pivots in the penetration position: 
0: (0.0,0.0) A: 
E: (-16.013, 11.345) C: 
D: (-134.377,22.912) E: 
NI (205.487, 115.926) Q.I 
Co-ordinates of pivot Q; 
Adjustment 1: (-134.250, 31.613) 
Adjustment 21 (-133.221, 31.549) 
Adjustment 3' (-132.717, 31.472) 
(-5.974,-0.956) 
(-184.498,-176.124) 
( 0.844, -3.972) 
(-134.250, 31.613) 
( 155) 
Adjustment Analysis Results (Linkage 17) 
start of looper motion (t1)= 4.782 radians from the penetration point. 
Intersection of looper with needle plane (t ) = 5.027 radians from 
2 . 
the penetration point. 
End of looper motion (t3) = 5.096 radians from the penetration point. 
Weft displacement analysis. 
Co-ordinates of pivot Q Number of Maximum weft Maximum weft 
stitches displacement displacement 
x y per metre by upper by lower 
needle edge needle edge 
-134.250 31.613 341 1.624 mm 1.514 mIll 
-133.221 31.549 406 1.240 mm 1.171 mm 
-132.717 31.472 472 1.089 nun 1.042 mm 
. Loop transfer results. 
Co-ordinates of pivot Q Time of loop Distance from 
transfer * needle tip to x y pick-up point 
-134.250 31.613 2.882 rad 7.107 mm 
-133.221 31.549 2.748 rad 7.662 mm 
-132.717 31.472 2.748 rad 7.804 mm 
* Time is measured in radians of input link: rotation from the 
penetration position. 
( 156) 
Parzmeters of linkage 16 
10 = 2·337 mm 
1 = 120.807 mIll 1 
12 = 17.531 mm 
13= 303.172 mm 
14 = 7.325 rmll 
15 = 43·995 mIll 
16 = 340.693 mm 
17 = 200.607 mm 
a1 = 0.764 rad 
a2 = 2.098 rad 
a = 2.757 rad 4 
a5 = 1.891 rad 
"s1 =" -1.0 
s2 = 1.0 
Co-ordinates of all pivots in the penetration position: 
0: (0.0,0.0) A.: (-5.79, 4.49) 
B: (35.06,20.82) C: (-152.37, -263.68) 
DI (-62.94, 104. 25) T.' • ~. (-2.32,-0.24) 
NI (200.22, 134.69) Q: (-60.37, 121.60) 
Co-ordinates of pivot Q: 
Adjustment 11 (-59.94, -121.53) 
Adjustment 2: (-59.52, 121.45) 
Adjustment 31 (-59.12, 121.36) 
Adjustment 41 (-58.73, 121.27) 
Adjustment 51 (-56.60, 120.60) 
Sense of input link rotation: clockwise. 
---000---
Adjustment Analysis Results 
start of looper motion (t1)= -4.12 radians from the penetration point. 
Intersection of looper with needle plane (t2)= -5.20 radians from 
the penetration point. 
End of looper motion (t3)= -5.51 radians from the penetration pOint. 
Vieft displacement analysis_ 
Co-ordinates of pivot ~ Humber of 1laximum weft Ma.ximum weft 
stitches displacement displacement 
x Y per metre by upper by lower 
needle edge needle edge 
-60-37 121-60 551 0-91 mm 0-87 mm 
-59-94 121-5; ~,31 1'04 mm 1-01 mm 
-59'52 121'45 369 1-17 mm 1'14 mm 
-59-12 121-36 331 1-30 mm 1·25 mm 
-58-73 121 -27 305 1'42 mm 1'36 mm 
-58-60 120-60 237 1-96 mm 1-88 mm 
Loop transfer results_ 
Co-ordinates of pivot ~ Time of loop Distance from 
transfer ~. 'needle tip to 
x ,Y pick-up point 
-60-37 121-60 2-967 rad 8'15 mm 
-59-94 121-53 2'749 rad 8-46 mm 
-59-52 121-45 2-749 rad 8-33 mm 
-59- 12 121'36 2'749 rad 8-20 mm 
-58'73 121'27 2-749 rad 8-05 mm 
-58'60 120·60 2'749 rad 7-47 mm 
* Time is measured in ra.dians of input link rotation from the 
penetration position. 
( 158) 
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